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,!ii" FINAL REPORT, ._SA GRANTNSfi-7417
b!:___ Abstract

)-"- Velocity,Modelof the ShallowLunar Crust
k-'-

.... AnthonyF. Gangi
i:._: Departmentof Geophysics
..-- Texas A_,%[University

,-'2

The travel times of the seismicwaves obtainedfor the Apollo-14and -16

Active SeismicExperimentsand the Apollo-16grenade launchesare shown to be

" consistentwith a powder-layermodel of the shallow lunar crust. The velocity

variationwith depth determined from these data is: v(z) a ii0 zI/6 m/see

- for z less than i0 meters and v(z) = 250 m/see for z greaterthan i0 meters. !

_ The velocity values found for the I0 meter depth are similar to those found by

Kovach,et al. (1972). The zI/6 depth dependencefor the velocity of the topmost
i.

layer is that predictedon the basis of a powder layer (Gangi,1972). The

= Amplitudevariationof the directwaves as a functionof source-to-receiver

t:_ separation,x, is A(x) = Aox'n exp(-&x)where 1.5 < n < 2.2 and a -"0.047

_- neper/m.

Velocity-spectra analyses of the direct, surface-reflected, bottmn-reflected

and refractedwaves give results that are consistentwith the velocitymodel

inferredfrom the traveltimedata. . :.:
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i.

Introduction. The data from the Apollo-14and Apollo-16Active Seismic

: Experiments(ASE)as well as the Apollo-16grenade launchesand the Apollo-l?
I:

Lunar SeismicProfilingExperiment (LSPE)were used to study the velocity

,!ii structure of the shallow Lunar crust.
_.._

)_: We found that the powder-layermodel - which has a theoreticaldepth
F

, dependencefor its velocity given by (Gangi,1972): v(z) : ii0 zI/6 m/sec,

"r__''+"__.W for Z in meters - is consistent with the traveltime data for depths of the order

.ii_'i of 9 to ii meters. Beneaththis depth, there is a discontinuousincrease in

the velocity to approximately250 m/sec for the Apollo-14site and to

approximately300 m/sec for the Apollo-16site. The lattervalue is not as

accurateas the Apollo-14site value becauseo£ the data quality. The velocity

of 250 m/sec at a depth of about i0 meters is consistentwith the results found

by Kovach,et al., (1972)for the Apollo-16site. However, the velociW jump

£ound in this study for that depth is from about 161 m/sec to 250 m/sec rather

than the 114 m/seo to 250 m/sec found by Kovach,et al., (1972).
i

Results obtained. The results of the investigations performed under this grant q

t
have been presented in two publications (copies are attached as Appendicies) : ii

:'j

'Velocity Structure of the Shallow Lunar Crust", A. F. Gar_i and T. E. Yen,

The Moon and the Planets, v. 20, 1979, pp. 439-468 which is given in Appendix 1

and Velocity Determination of the Vet Z Shallow Lunar Crust, Tzuhua E. Yen, M.S. 1

Depar_nent of Geophysics, Texas A_M University, August, 1979, 107 pp + :t

!

Thesis,

- xiii which is in Appendix 2.

In these publications, the velocity model for the shallow lunar crust was

determined and refined using the traveltimes and amplitude data from the Apollo-

I 14 and -16 ASEs as well as the Apollo-16grenade launches. Various data--__i" processingtechniqueswere used to improvethe qualityof the originaldata:

,J. I) the originaldata were deglitchedby hand, 2J they were frequency-bandpass i
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!L ,

I . filtered,3) traceswith the same shot/receiverseparationwere stackedand
J:_.

i--- 4) variationon the velocit_/-spectramethod of Taner and Koehler (1969)were

" performedon direct arrivals,surt'aco-reflectedarrivals,bottom-reflected

arrivals and the refractedarrivals. The velocity-spectratechniqueis a

- beam-steeringor array-focusingmethod which gives a maximum responsefor the

output of a receivingarray when the proper time delays are inserted in each

elementof the array.

i

:.

...... Velocity-SpectraAnalyses. In the velocit_/-spectraanalyses,it was assumed

that the velocity in the top layer of the lunar crust varied as zI/6 and the

purpose of the analyseswas to determine:I) the referencevelocity (takenas

the velocityat I km depth in Yen's thesis and as the velocity at i meter in

this report-the differencebetween the two values is a factor of ¢T0 or

I; 3.162),2) the depth to the discontinuousvelocity/change and 3) the value

i o£ the velocity at or below the velocitydiscontinuity. From the velocity,

_ spectrumfor the directwaves, the referencevelocitywas found to be i01 m/sec

_, (for the 1-meterreferencedepth; for the l-l_,referencedepth, the value

_ "_ becomes $20 m/sec, see p. 84f., Appendix 2). This value was also obtained

using the sur£ace-reflectedwaves (ibid). From the velocity spectraof the

reflectedwaves (i.e.,those reflected from the velocitydiscontinuity)the

referencevelocitywas found to be I00 m/sec (318 m/sec) and the depth to the

i__'- reflectorwas found to be 8.4 meters (seep. 86f., Appendix 2). The velocity

ilI- spectraof the refractedwaves gave 9.4 ! 0.3 meters for the depth to the
F_)_ veloci_/discontinuityand 230 i 16 m/sec for the velocityof the refractor

!!ii:._I_- (see p. 90f., Appendix 2). These values are to be comparedwith the values

i!iIi. 109 m/sec (345m/sec) for the referencevelocity,Ii meters for the depth to-.: the velocity discontinuity,and 254 m/sec for the underlyingrefractor !

li

found using the traveltimedata (seep. 53f., Appendix 2, especially,Fig.26,

p.64), i

_.
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L .Apollo-iTLSPE Data. l_refound that it was not possible to incorporatethe

:..__ Apollo-l?LSPE data into the program to obtain traveltimesfor the larger

h distances. This was due to the fact that the signal-to-noiseratio was too

small to allow these data to be used. The same was true for the .Apollo-16
•,-_

gre:_tes ..... ............ ...... ,

': ;ioollo-16GrenadeLaunches. The Apollo-Z6grenadelaunchesdid provideuseable
I_

: data even though only _vo of the geophones (geophones 1 and 2) had useable

.o amplitudes for all three launches and even though the launch times of the

grenadeswere not known accurately. We found arrivaltimesat geophone 1 for

the launchingof grenades 2,3 and 4 to be 177, iSl and 121 milliseconds,res-

pectively,despitethe fact that all the grenadelauncheswere from the same

•location (see Table 14, p. 67, Appendix 2). Nevertheless,the time differences I

betweenthe arrivalsat geophonesI and 2 ( which were approximatelythe same

for all three launches,see Table 14, ibid) were used to test the velocity

.:- model as was one (low-quality)determinationof the arrivaltimeat geophone 3.
Ir

This latter readingwas used to determinethe velocity o£ the high-velocit_7

layer ( the refractor)which underliesthe powder layer at about I0 m depth.

These data showed that a powder-layerdepth of 9 meters, a referencevelocity

of ii0 m/sec (350m/sec), and a xefractorvelocityof 250 m/sec were consist,ent --_

with the data (see p,66f,Appendix 2).

Deconvolution. The data on the Apollo-14and the Apollo-16ASEs were de-

convolved to try to improve the determinations of the arrivaltimes of both the
t

first and later arrivals. This procedureis used to both narrow the waveform

of the seismicevents in time and to decreasethe rise time of the onset of

the pulses. Narrowingthe pulses would decreasethe overlapand interference

il
of different arrivals while decreasing the rise times would allow more accurate

• !i:ii: i!
_ ,

t;-
-2 1
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determination o£ the arrival times. We found that there was little or no
"- !!

benefit to the procedure because the signal-to-noise ratio of the original

data were so low. While it was pcssible to decrease the rise time and decrease

the pulse widths, the concomitant increase in the noise prevented an), im-

provement in the determinations o£ the arrivaltimes of the various events.

._ This could be predicted from the spectral analyses made of the signal traces

b which showed that the signal-to-noise ratio of the traces was low.
i

Amp!itude Analyses. The amplitudes o£ the direct waves were reanaly=ed

assun_.ug that there was exponential attenuation of the amplitudes with

: distance due to absorption (or scattering) in the powder layer. It had been

!- previously predicted that the amplitudes of the c'irect waves should decrease .......

as x "(15"m)/12 for the 1/6-th power velocity variation and as x "2 for the

.... constant-velocitymodel. The measuredvariationwith the source-to-receiver

separation,x, was £ound to be x'l'Sto x"2"2 [see_ppendix I, Abstractand

p. 453 £.) when no exponentialattenuationterm is included. _¢nenthe as-

sumed amplitudevariationwas taken to be:

ACx) = Aox'nexp(-ax)

(wherex is the source-to-receiverseparation,Ao is a re£erenceamplitude,

n is the exponent that measures the spreadingof the wave sur£aceas it

propagatesaway £rom the source and a is the attenuationcoe££icient)the

measuredparameters,which were obtainedby a least-squaresfit to the data,

were £otmd to be: n-1.46,Ao=71.7and a-0.047nepers/meter[see p. 68£.,

L_- Appendix 2, especiallyp. 74).

_'_i__,_. This large decrease in amplitudewith distance due to the "absorption"
{

attenuationcoefflcients)found by Latham,et al. (1970). It is no__tproposed

that the exponentialterm - exp(-a.x)-- is due to absorptionin the powder

_t
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!

layer, but rather is due to the change in waveform that can be expected for

i._i waves propagating in an inhomogeneous medi_; in particular, the powder

layer with its I/6th-power variation in the velocity with depth.

:: Scatteringand Full-waye Analysis.No progresswas made on the scatteringor

the full-waveanalysispart of the proposedprogram. We encountereddifficulties

_ in readingthe data tapes on our computer systemwhich held up progressand
,,:-

took more time that anticipated. Also, those parts of the program that were

completedtook more effort that anticipated,leavingno time to work on these

"" two tasks. Ne feel these are importanttasks and should be completed,if not

_ !,,.. now, at least some time in the future.

Errata. Two errors exist in publication in Appendix i. The date of receipt

: of the manuscript is given as 3 January, 1973 and this should read 3 January, 1979_ 1

: instead. Also, the acknowledgement that the work was performed under .NASA :

!: Grant NSG-7+I7 was deleted from the nsnuscript, i

" Summary. The resultson the analysisof the Apollo-14and Apollo-16ASE data, i

the Apollo-16Grenades and their launches,and the Apollo-17LSP5 data show
1

E_ that the velocity structureof the shallow lunar crust issi) there is a powder

= layer about i0 meters thick which has a velocityvariationgiven by v(z)=ll0(z)I/6

m/sec for z in meters and 2) there is a discontinuousincreasein the velocity :

from about 161 m/see to about 250 m/sec at a depth of i0 meters. These results

were obtainedby using the traveltimesof direct and refractedwaves and by

using the velocity spectraof direct waves, waves reflectedfrom the surface,

waves reflected from the discontinuous velocity jump at 10 meters depth and the

ii1-_ waves refracted along the velocity discontinuity.

" t ;,"
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.... VELOCITY STRUCTURE OF THE SHALLOW LUNAR CRUST
7 1

•_ ANTIlONY F. GANGI and TZUHUA E. YEN I

"/_ Department of Geophysics, Texas A &M University, College Station, Texas, U.S.A. :

_" (Received 3 January, 19 )

Abstract, The date from the Apollo-14 and Apollo-16 Active Seismic Experiments have been
_- reanalyzed and show that a power-law velocity variation with depth, v(z)_ 110zt'6m s-t (0 < z <
J: lOre), is consistent with both the travel times and amplitudes of the first arflvals for source-to-

geophone separations up to 32 m. The data were improved by removing spuriousglitches, by filtering
and stacking. While this improved the signal-to-noise ratios, it was not possible to measure the arrival
times or amplitudes of the first arrivalsbeyond 32 m, The data quality precludes a definitive distinc-
tion between the power-law velocity variation and the layered-velocity model proposed previously.

t i" However, the physical evidence that the shallow lunar regolith b made up of fine particles adds weight t
to the l/6-power velocity model because this is the variation predicted theoretically for self- i

_. compacting spheres.
The l/6-power law predicts the travel time, t(x), varies with separation,x, as t(x) = to(X/Xo) s_ and,

[_. using a first-order thoow, the amplitude, A(x), varies as A(x) = Ao(x/xo) -03"m)jt2, m > 1 ;the layer- :
:_ velocity model predicts t(x) = to(X/Xo) and A(x) = Ao(X/Xo) -_, respectively. The measured exponents

for the arrival times were between 0.63 and 0.84 while those for the amplitudes were between - 1.$
--- and - 2.2, The largevariability in the amplitude exponent is due, in part, to the coarseness with which

the amplitudes are measured (only five bits are used per amplitude measurement) and the variability in ,
geophone sensitivity and thumper-shot strengths.

. A least-squares analysis was devised which uses redundancy in the amplitude data to extract the i
geophone sensitivities, shot strengths and amplitude exponent. The method was used on the Apollo-16
AgE data and it indicates there may be as rmeh as 30 to 40%variation in geophone sensitivities (due
to siting and coupling effects) and 15 to 20% variability in the thumper-shot strengths. However, !
bemuse of the low signal-to-noise ratios in the data, there is not sufficient accuracy or redundancy in
the data to allow high confidence in these results.

- 1. Introduction

The first lunar seismograms recorded by the Apollo.11 seismometers (Latham et al.,

: 1970a, b) surprised many seismolog:':ts. Their unusually long durations (see Figure 1)

gave rise to numerous theoretical speculations. Proposed mechanisms ranged from second-

ary.ejecta effects (Latham et aL, 1970a; Chang et al., 1970; Mukdmmedzhanov, 1970) to

, scattering of the waves by shallow internal fractures and inhomogeneities (Latham et aL,

1970a, b) or by topographic irregularities (Gold and Sorer, 1970). It soon became clear

that the secondary-ejecta mechanisms were not viable ones because the same long dur-

ation occurred for seismograms from moonquakes with tbci in the lunar interior.

: Early data indicated that the compressional.wave velocity wl, s very low near the lunar

• surface ('-" O.1 km s -t ; Latham et aL, 1970c, Sutton and Duennebier, 1970) and in_reased

to approximately 6kms "'t at a depth of 20kin (Latham et aL, 1970d). Latham et al.

• (1970a, b) showed that the variation of the amplitude envelope with time and distance

was consistent with a diffusive.scattering mechanism provided the (,2 of the medium was

greaterthan3000.

•= The Moon and the Planets 20 (1979) 439-468. O165--0807/79/0204 -0439504..50

i_. CovyHghr © I979 by D. Retdel Publishing Co., Dordrecht, Holland, and Boston, U.S.A.

i:

:L'
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'- Time. rainFig. I. long-period, vurtieal component (LPZ) lunar seismograms, Apollo-if Passive Seismic
Fxperiment, 1969. (From Latham et al., 1970a).

_: IMPACT TO SEISMOMETER

' Fig. 2. Seismic ray paths for a linearly increasing velocity vari'_don wlth depth and topographic
irregularities. (From Gold and Sorer, 1970).

I Gold and Sorer(1970) interpretedthe Apo_io.l2 data to imply that the shallow lunar
' crust consistedof a deep layer of powder.They assumeda linearvelocityvariation with

depth and, through computer simulation using ray acoustics, they were able to approxi-
': mate the actual signalvery well. They showed that the long durationcould be explained

i by scatteringof the nearlyvertically-incidentwavesby topographicirregularities(Figure...................... 2). They also showed that the seismicamplitudesaregreatlyenhancedin such a medium,
!- so that it requiredless powerto transmitseismicwavesthan previouslybelieved.

Kovach et al. (1971) proposeda layeredmodel with a stepwise.increasingvelocityvari. :_i
_._ ation based on the dataof the ActiveSeismic Experiment(ASE) at theApollo.14 landing

site. They obtained a p-wavevelocity(Vp) of 104m s-_ fora top layerof 8.5 m thickness
and a Vp = 299 m s-' for an underlyinglayer(the FraMauro formation) of 38 to 76 m '-

thickness. A similar model was used to i, ter.pretthe Apollo.16 ASE data and gave a :i
.. Vp = 1 t4 ms-t for a 12.2m thick top layerand a Vp = 250 ms-! for anunderlyinglayer

70m thick (Kovachet al., 1972). r

Gangi(1972) proposed a sell'compacting-powdermodel whichgivesa velocity varying ._

..q



..........................._ asfilesixthroutel"thedepth;inthismod_ltileveh_cityallhehm,lrsurfacegoestozelo.

'lhis, in I,m. gwes ;1hmg duralion In fhe signal by seattertPgfr.m l.p_Rraphlc Irr_g.-

h_rities,very low ¢orrelati.n between hertz(laird and vertical displacements,a thai|King
.+-. signaleliveiope thai varie,_ wtlli source.to-receiverseparalt.n and_ varyln_spectrunl .v0r
:_ the stguulduratt,m, Theseeft'e_tshnvcheen n.led hy I_,th_lmel al. (IqTOc, d)and they

I:.::" also an.' explained by tile dil'filsive scalterhlg model (Lalham _'t hI,, It)70c)and lile
::- surt'ace.irre_ularitysc_ttetin_ model (Gold and Sorer, Iq?O),
.; Kovach andWalktllS(1973) extcllded _lrldrefilled tile layeredmodel by incorporatbq4
,_. t the traveltlme of the Apollo.14 Lunar.Moduleascent,Ihlwcwr, they p,_inted .u! that:

]D' Ü���x�"theexact detailsof the velocityvariation in the upper fi- I0 km of the Moon cannotyet
be resolved(i.e,,whetheritissmoothasdepictedorastepwiseincrease)butonesimple
observation can be made. Self.contpression of any rock puwder such as the Apollo 11 or

., 12 soils or terrestrial sands cannot duplicate the observed magnitude of the lunar velocity
ff change and the steep velocity-depth gradient (*-2kms'lkm-t) ''. llowever, it is not

:- expected that a self.compacting-powder layer of 5 km thick would exist on the Moon; if
:' such a layer exists, d would be, most likely, thinner than lkm and probably thinner than
i" 10Ore.
_"
z. Dainty el ai. (1974) perfomled a detailed analysis of the diffusive-scattering mechan-

"_'.- ism and compared their theoretical results both with lunar data and seismic.modelling
-3
:.. data. They showed they could match the envelopes of the lunar seisr, ograms using this
[-
- theory if, for a frequency of 0.45 Hz, the apparent thickness of the scattering layer is

? 25 kin, the mean distance between scatterers at the base of the layer is "- 5 km and the Q

of the medium is 5000. The co,.=.sponding values for a frequency of 1.0Hz are: 14kin
-, scattering-layer thickness, "--2 km between scatterers and a Q of 5000. The thickness of

the scattering.layer (and its variability with frequency) seem to be inordinately large and
n, indicate that the model used is not appropriate for the lunar crust. A similar analysis

shuu=d hold for body.wave scattering by topographic irregularities; in this case, the

se_.,,ering-layer thickness would correspond to the surface area over which the nearly

vertically-incident waves are efficiently scattered and the spacing between scatterers in
the layer would correspond to the spacing between surface scatterers (of wave-length

size).

Cooper et al. (1974) used the data of the Active Seismic Experiments of Apollo 14

and 16 along with the LunarSeismic Profding Experiment (LSPE) data of Apollo 17 and

' other man.made impacts to obtain a model of the velocity structure of the shallow lunar
crust. They assumed a layered model and assumed that the first arrivals (beyond about

IOta) were seismic refractions. They found their travel time data were consistent with a

five.layer model in which the velocity is: (1) 100 m s-I in the top layer of 4 m thickness,

' (2) 327 m s-I in the next layer to a depth of 32 m (thickness of 28 m), (3) 495 m s-l to a

depth of 390 m, (4) 960 m s-t to a depth of 1385 m and (5) 4700 m s-t for a depth d3wn
to at least 180Ore. However, this last velocity is determined from a single source (the

LM impact) at distances of the order of 8.7 km from th0 8eophone array (four gee.

phones). The shallower stmature is obtahled from the ttaveltime data r_utting from the

' TSA13:,:,.............J....-+::.......... 00000001-
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I- eight explosive-packagedetonations and tile LM a_¢enl;all Ihe_ suurccsarcwitJlin ,_knl
of the geopllone array, Cooper el M, (1<)74),draw lllese data cau be filled well with ;I
continLml£s,lJnearly-increastnl_vel,¢tty with dcpIh, :; namely, I'-- :105+ 77_: (ms -I)

•- _ lor ,.*In meters. They al._oslate thal "Various power hawvel,clty m,dels cat| he nl_rd¢to

l.. lit tire oh,_erveddata ,. ," when -lily tile expl.sive.pack,ig0 :rlld lM.aseent data ;Irens_'d,
It L_dear thele is still son_equestion rep, atdir'l_, lh0 Yeh+city vaiialior'l with deplh ill tl}C

; ,_hallow lunar enlst (,7<lkl|l), Slll¢C the shallow ILtrlaf CltlSl severely niodilk's Ihe
receivedsigrlals, evP.n lhose frolu largedtslall¢CS, It i_ ilnportlllll Io know Ihis shall,w i

veloctly valialJt)rrwell, Therefore, it is worthwhile l, realralyl0 the data to detezlzlillC

t' wlzicll velocity variation with depth is life IrlOsl probable,The data fronl the Apollo.14
and Apollo-Io ASE's have been reanalyzed and tile results are given below,

...!

':" 2. Apollo-14 and -16 ASE Data

The data u_d in this analysis are from the astronaut.activated thumper device of tire

Apollo.14 and Apollo.16 ASE's. In both experiments, three geophones were sited on
the surface in a linear array with 45.72 m (150 ft) spacing between geophones (Lauderdale

and Eichelman, 1974). The thumper device was fired at 4.57 m (15 ft)intervals between

the ends of the arrays (see Figure 3). Firings (shots) 5, 6, 8, o, I0, 14, 15 and 16 of the

ApoUo.14 ASE misfired and no data are available for tilem. For the Apollo.l(_ ASE. two

shots were o,,utted between geophones 1 and 2: namely, those at the 4.57m spacing t

from the two geophones.

!' The signals from the geophones are sampled every 1.887ms. corresponding to a
: Nyquist frequency of about 265 Hz. Because of data transmission limitations, a trade-off

" between sampling rate and the number of bits per sample had to be made. The result was

that only five bits were available for each sample. In order to cover the maximum poss.
ible dynamic range with only 32 possible binary numbers, the seismic signals were log

_+ compressed for large signal levels. The correspondence of the binary-data values (0-3 I) IJ
t: and the voltage from geophone I, Apollo 10 is shown in Table i. The other geophone ;_

voltages have similar correspondence with the binary data. With only 32 levels possible j
for the geophone output voltage, the resulting traceswilt have a coarse character, This J
makes it difficult to obtain accurate an_plitud_ information it"no processing of filtering
is performed on the data. Fortunately. it is possible to process the data to obtain reason-

ably accurate amplitude values.

In order to achieve meaningful results from the analysis, it was necessary to improve
the original ASE data. Figure 4 shows three representative traces of the raw data from

the Apollo.16 ASE. These data are from the tenth thumper shot and the source-to-

receiver separations are 50.29m (165fl), 4.57m (15ft) and 41.14m (135ft) for gee- :_

phones 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The thumper-firing time is 1.2s after the beginning of I

the traces. While a high signal-to.noise ratio (S/N) exists for the shortest separation, the

S/N for the other two traces is so low that it is difficult, if not impossible, to pick the ,

first arrivalsor to measure their amplitudes. In addition, geophone I shows severe ;t

! ii

);
?

\-
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::_"_'_ SHOT NO,
2, 20 i. m t7 J6 I_ 14 ,3 12 ii Io 9 e 7 s _ 4 3 z , J
x x x x x ®®®x x x®®® x®® x x x x _1
0 0 0

._. Geop I 4,57m Geop 2 Geop 3 _J
0

' , ................ _ 4 5 7 2 m -- { J -- J_:,............................. _,_ 45.72 m --,

I........... o) APOI.LO'I4 ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT. (21 shots)
_- Shots 5s6, 8, 9,10, 14,15 ond 16 misfiled.

SHOT NO.

19 18 17 16 I._ 14 13 12 II I0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

I,... 0 0 0
GeopJ 4,57m Oeop2 Geop3

r

--'- 4522 m --:' _ 45.72 m -, --

',...,: b) APOLLO" 16 ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT. (19 shots)

.---_._._.., Fi& 3. Plan view of the geophone si&ingand thumper-shot locations for the Apo|lo-I 4 and APOUo-16

"_i. ' Active Seismic Experiments. (Geophones: o; x; is).

shots: misfired shots:

Table l

Correspondence of binary data values (B.D.) with the _eophone voltase (V) (Geo-
phone I, Apollo 16)

-- _ B.D. V B.D. V. B.D. V

/.
_._: 0 - 2.299 11 - 0.00363 22 0.02! Ol _
, :_' 1 - 1.279 12 - 0.00202 23 0.03?83 ......
-""_' 2 -- 0.7115 13 --0.00112 24 0.06813

"Tj._ - . 3 - 0.3958 14 -- 0.00047 25 O.1227
_-. 4 -- 0.2202 1$ - 0.00000 26 0.2209
_* ' . t S - 0.1225 16 + 0.00048 27 0.39'_,

6 - 0.06817 17 0.001 ! 1 28 0.7164

_ 7 - 0.03793 18 0.00200 29 1.290
8 - 0.02110 19 0.00360 30 2.323

/_; ' 9 --0.001174 20 0.00648 31 4.183 .:.
10 -- 0.000653 21 0.01 !67

i::o
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b!.=....................... THUMPERliP- I G- 10

,J

L"

i I _EC.

I-
F

b" ,,i

: !, I

fig. 5. "'Deglitched" Versionsof the traces in Figure4.

aud 13)a olUnlherof diffcrellt criteria were used siulultaneously to identify and correct .>,

i. thehad samplevalues,Tileresultof the'deglitcllinlg'processisSilOwninFigure5forthe
P same traces Silown in Figure 4. While this improvcdtile recordsconsiderably,it is clear .

: the SIN ratios for the geophuue.I and .3 traces are still too low to allow positive identifi- :]

._ cationof tile firstarrivals,To iulporve tile S/N and souooth out tile traces, tile data were handpass filtered with a

four.pole, auti.aliased,Butterworth filter (_- 12dB/uctaveslopesat both low and highIre-
' quencies)which had 3dB frequenciesat 10.5Ill and (_(_._ llz. Tile result, for the samel......

! tllr_ traces, ar_ sltown in Figure _. While this iniproved tile S/N signilicatltly and

improved tile Cilaracterof the traces(conlpare I:igures S and (_),tile S/N for separations
- ' largerthanL).14m (30 ft) wasstill low becauseof the decreaseill the directarrival's

amplitude, 1

:!

:i

.!
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Fig.6. Bandpas._-tlltefedversionsof the traces in Figure 4. (3dR frL'quencics:10.5 and56.25 }tz). :!

Spectral analyses of the seismic traces w_:re made to determine tile frequency band of

the seismic energy and to see if there was significant aliasing of the data. The amplitude

spectr'-n (fi_rgeophone2, shot 10. Apollo.lb ASE)of the firsttwo seconds(1024

samples) is shown in Figure 7. While only half of the fidl amplitude spectrum (0 to

205 Hz) is shown there, it is clear that there is little, if any, aliasing because most of the

signal ener$5, is contained between 10 and q0tiz with the major part between 10 and

40 ltz. This is the spectrum of the middle trace shown in Figures 4.5 and 0. , .t

. To further improve the data, the traces with the same source-to-receiver separation li_r

both ASE's were summed (or "stacked") tol_ether. The implicit assumptions being made _'_

here are: (I) the velocity variation with depth is the same at both the Apt_llo.14 and -I(_

sites and (2)there is lateral homogeneity for tile direct waves at both sites, The first ,_

i

i
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! .00

b--
L:...... 4.57M, AP- 16- I0 GP 2
_L
_.L_ o.eo ..

e P-
U
LU 0.60

t' Oh"

I-
uJ

_ o f
_ 0.40

I_. -

3

0 I
2o 4o eo 80 ioo s2o

FREQUENCY, HZ

• I:itz.7. Amplitude spectrum of the first two seconds of the si#nal from geophone 2, thumper shot i
: I0, Apollo-I 6 ASE. (Separation: 4.57 m). i

.!
t

Table I! !

Shot-to-geophoneseparations .t
i

Separation No. of Apollo-14 Shot Nos.* Apollo-16 Shot Nos.*
fit) (m) traces GP-I GP-2 GP-3 GP-I GP-2 GP.3 "

0 0,00 6 21 II 1 19 I1 1
15 4.57 5 20 12 2 -. 10 2 __"
30 9.14 7 19 13 3 18 9,12 3 .1
45 13.71 6 18 - 4 17 8,13 4

J60 18.29 6 17 7 - 16 7,14 $
' 75 22.86 4 - - - 15 6,15 6

90 27.43 6 - 17 7 14 5,16 7
105 32.00 6 - 4,18 - 13 4,17 8

, 120 36.$8 7 13 3,19 - 12 3,18 9 ]

l* Thumper-shot numbers which had the proper separation from the threegeophones.

"2
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l__ 5TRCKEO, FILTERED AND AMPLIFIED

;"2

b 1

' 11 $EC.

t.

9.1_ Ih.tl

i. Fig. 8. Stacked, filtered and amplified traces for shol-to.geophone separations of 0.4.57 and 9. I4 m.

,_ (Apollo-I 4 and ApoUo-16 signals _mbined; Bandpass: ! 0.5 to 66 llzL

assumption is reasonably consistent with the results found by Kovach et al. (1971) for _"

the two sites; the second assumption is consistent with the equivalent assumption made ::
by Kovach et aL (I q71 ) in their interpretation of the data at each site.

The traces that had the same source.to.receiverseparationare listed in Table I! for
both the Apollo-14 and .16 ASE's. The thumper.shot numbers,c_,rrespondingto the
givenshot-to-geophone separations,are listed in the right half of the table. Amongthe
two experiments, there were between 4 and 7 traces with the same separation, if the

background noise is random and the assumptions cited hold. the stacking should give

t - intprovementsin S/N between2 and_/7. The resultingsumsignalswereamplifiedso that
: the peak excursionswould be plotted almost full scale fi_reach trace.A representative

'" i:iii!

"_ .... 111' .A,L- . _m,=....
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-'..- 5T_CKED.FILT[FAEOANDgHPLIFIEO (20t.oe. 50 .e|

! _C.

' g. |_m

.,

=,.

J?. Utt
.t tl_A_

_u JG. 5Bq :_

r, __ k+ :.',

Fig. 9. Stacked, f'fltered and amplified ASE profik" (Apollo-14 and ApoUo-16 signals combined;
Bandpass:20 to 50 Ilz). : .:_

result is shown in Figure 8. The second trace in Figure 8 is at the same separation as the

_. middle traces in Figures 4, 5 and 6 (i.e., the geophone.2 trace for the 10th thumper shot

, of the Apollo.16 AGE). For this trace, the S/N improvement should be better than a
factor of 2; however, this degree of improvement was not achieved. Nevertheless, improve-

ments in S/N were achieved for this trace, and for.th¢.other_.traces at larger separations,
I_ _ _

, by the stacking technique.

The result of summing the deglitched traces is shown in Figure 9. These signals we:e

"1

_"

i
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FiB.10. Stngle-geophoneprofile, filteredand amplified.(GeophoneI, Apollo-16ASE;Bandpass:
20to50Hz).

l

filtered, before summing, with a 4-pole, anti-aliased, bandpass, Butterv_orth filter with

• 3 dB frequencies at 20 and .SOHz. Arrival times can be deter,,nined with some certainty

for separations up to 32.00m (105 It}; it is difficult, if not hnpossible, to pick arrivals

- beyond that distance.

f;
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One of theslngle.geophoneprofiles(geophoneI,Apollo16)isshown inFigme I0,

Arrivaltimescanbe easilypickedforseparationsup to18,29m(6Oft)and,withdifii.

culty,for22.86m (75it)and 27.43m (90ft).At 32.00m separation(I05ft),theiirst

arrival is buried in the noise. We were not able to determine a first arrival with any

i_ - degree of certainty for separations greater than 32.00 m (105 it). This is consistent with

-_ ...... the findingof KovachandWatkins(1973) for the thumpershots.

I
"-'.. 3. Results 'I

The travel timesand amplitudesof the direct(first arriving)sei=nicsignalsof the Apollo-
14 and .16 ASE's were analyzed.The travel timesand amplitudesfor separationsup to

32.00 m (105 it) were obtained both from the summed (stacked) traces and from individ.
ual traces. In one case,all the 'noise-free'tracesfrom both ASE's were stackedin an

attempt to improve the S/N ratio. In two other cases,only the 'noise-free'tracesfrom !
each ASE were stackedto _ve Apollo-14-only and Apollo-16-only stackedprofiles, if
there are significantdifferencesin the velocitystructureat the two sites,theseindividual.
site stackswouldshow the difference.Little differencewasfound, overthe 32m, in the
traveltimes for these two stacks.The traveltimes for individualgeophoneprof'fleswere

alsomeasuredto test the assumptionof lateral homogeneityat eachsite.The quality'of
the data precluded any positiveconclusionregardingthis assumption;however, the
improvementin S/N ratio achievedby the variousstackingindicatethis is a reasonable

== assumption.
!.

4. Travel Times

!_" The travel times for five of the cases investigated are listed in Table 111.in those cases
.: where the S/N ratio was high (up to and including 18.29m separation), the travel times

could be determined to within 1/2 sample time (± I ms). However, systematic errors-

such as those due to variations in the separations, elevation differences, shot.time, etc. -

_. couldbe ashigh asoneor two sampletimes.
Log/log plots of travel time versus separation were used to test the hypothesis of a

power-law velocity variation. It can be shown, using Kaufman's (1953) work, that a vel-
ocity variation with depth, z, given by

v(z)= vo(z/zo)", (l)

results in a direct-wave travel time t(x) with separationx, givenby (sex also Gangi,
1972)

I(X) = to(X/Xo) t'n, (2).I

,-" where to is the traveltime corresponding to the separationXo and Z,ois the velocity at

depth ire.This incorporatesboth the traveltime/separationrelationshipsfor a constant-
' velocitymedium(n = 0) andthat for aself.compacting.powdermedium (n = I/6). There-

: fore, for the two power.lawvelocitymodels(n = 0 andn = I/6), the traveltime curvein
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Table Ill

-- Traveltimes (milJtw_rlda)

;_ ' Measuredtraveltimes§ Calculatedtravel times
, _ Separation
._ x (m) I 2 3 4 $ A B C
.--.
:- 4.57 55 53 56 52 - 51.7 44.0 40.I ,
; 9.14 91 91 - 87 99 92,1 87.9 80.2
"," 13.71 123 123 124 128 129.1 131.9 120.3

iT 18.29 151 149 152 - 155 164.2 175.8 160.422.86 .... 1777 197.7 219.8 200.5
27.43 2067 230 1967 229 1997 230.1*245.0 240.6

32.00 2557 274? 26a.? 274? -. 261.7 "260.3 280.7
:" 1 -n 0.76 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.63 $/6 - 1

-., Vo(ms") 590 430 630 340 1200 350 104 114

:. § Times with question marks (?) indicate _ffflcuit time determinations.
* Traveltimes of the first refracted wave(earl/estarrival).
I. Measuredfrom Apollo-14 and -16 stacked data (3---66He).

"7 2. Measured from Apollo-14 (only) stacked data (3-66 He).
3. Measured from A_,ollo.16 (only) stacked data (3-66 He).

" 4. Measured from Apollo-14, geophone-2 prot'de(3-66 He).
5. Measured from Apollo-16, 8eophone-I profile (3-66 Hz).

_ A. Self-compacting-powder modal; r : 14.$TxS/O(ms). ,_
_" B. Apollo-14 layered model (Kovach and Watkim. 1973).

I[" C. Apollo-16 layered model (Kovach andWatktns, 1973). !

a log/log plot would be a straight line whose slope, m, would be determined by the i

power-law exponent (m : 1 - n). i
The slopes of least.squares-fitted straight lines are given in Table I!I along with the vel-

" ocity Vo which corresponds to the velocity extrapolated to Zo : ! km. As indicated earlier, j

it is not expected that the powdered layer would extend to 1kin; therefore, vo is not an
estimate of the velocity at that depth but is merely a constant used to characterize the 1

velocity. The depth z0 : I km is chosen only for convenience; the reference depth could !

ti: have been chosen to be 1m, in which case, the Vo'S in Table ili would be multiplied by
(0.001) t/e :0.3162. While the measured slopes are variable, they are all consistently

lower than m = I --n = 1, the value that would be obtained for the constant velocity _

model. The measured values tend to cluster near the value predicted by the self-

compacting-powder model; namely, m -- 1 - 1/6 = 0.833.

I: The variation in the reference velocity, Vo, is much greater than that of the slopes; its 1

b_- values vary between 340 and 630 m s -t. The slope of 0.63 and reference velocity of
)_ 1200 m s"t for tH; Apollo.16, geophone-I profde (Column 5, Table I!!) are not very accu-
,- rate beca, ne tl',ere _ only three good data points (the traveltimes at 9.14, 13.71 and '

_ 18.29m) for determining these values. It gave the least consistent values forn and Vo. In
_: computing the least-squares lines, the questionable data were given a weight equal to one-

--- quarter that of the high.S/N data. t

- Travel times were calculated from the Apollo-14 and Apollo-16 velocity models given

]

.. "_

I.-,r
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by Kovach and Watklns(1073). These are shown in columns B and C of Table 111.In
column A, the travel times for a powder.layermodel with vo = 350m s"l and n _ !/6 are

,. tabulated, This latter model was an averagemodel found from all the easestreated when :t
the vcloctty exponent, n, wasconstrained to be 1/6, Overall, there are not large differ- i: I
ences betweenthe races.red travel times and the calculated travellimes usingany of the

- models. Iiowever, the biggest differences between tile Ko_achand Watk/nsmodels and 1
_ the measuredvalues occur at the small separations, precisely where the S/N ratios are :t

highest and where the traveltimes can be pickedwith the greatestcertainty. Their models J
can be made to fit the close-in data simply by introducinga thin, lowervelocity layerat :i
the surface. But it should be recalledthat they already have low velocities for the top 1
layers (104 and l l4ms "t for Apollo-14 and -16, respectively)which are relatively thin i
(8.5 and 12.2 m, respectively).

The travel time data for the combined Apollo-14 and -16 stacked traces(Column 1,
Table 111)are shown in Figure 11 along with the least-squares-fittedline. These dataare

" from the deglitched traces which have been bandpass filtered with a fourth-order,
Butterworth filterhaving3 dB points at 3 and 66 Hz. It canbe seenfrom Figure11 that

: the straightline is an excellent fit to the data and that it would be difficult to change the

slope from its given value(0.76) to i.0, the latter value corresponding to the constant- _:_
velocity model. Equally good fits of data points to straight lines were found for the :
Apollo-14-onlyand Apollo-I6-only stacked data.

! oll_i 5. Amplitudes

.. The traveltimesof the firstarrivalsover the O-32 mrangedo not demonstrateaclear dis.

tinction between the powered-layerand the layered.velocitymodels.The dataaccuracyis ,

400 --'--"'1- --r " 1 I "-_ !_

300 -.

E 200

leo -'

-- 1- 1. I .... A__ .,,
' 5 tO 20 $0 40

,.. S[PARATiON (m) :_i

Fig. 1 l. Log-log plot of the travel times versus separations for the stacked and filtered traces,

...... (Apollo-14 and Apollo-16 ASE signals combined; Bandpass: 3 to 66 Hz; measured slope: m = 0,76 and . .j

referencevelocity:vo= 590ms"). .j

J

).-..
-- '),

r_
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": such that either model can be accepted. To try to distinguish between the two models,

14 tile amplitudes of the first arrivals were measured and compared with tile expected dt_-I',£ °

L_- lance variation predicted by tile two models.
. Sincethe tlmmper shotsgivepiimartly vertical forcesana tile geoplmnesarevertically
_ oriented, the amplitude of the direct p.wave arrival In the layered model should vary as

the inverse square of the separation i e.,r.

•_" A(X) --Ao(x/xo)q, (3)

for small separations (see, for example, White, 1965; p. 215). On the olher lmnd, for a,¢-

:- power-law velocity model, tile amplitude variation with separation is given by (see

li --d*A' 1_'- A(x) = S(p) d2t t,2,
.- 2_rxdxa (4)

'i where S(p)dp is tile energy radiated in a bundle of rays having ray parameters lying
between p - @/2 and p + dp/2, the ray parameter is given by p = sin O(z)/v(z), O(z) is

.._-" the angle between the ray and the vertical (z) direction, v(z) is tire velocity variation with

.! depth and t is the travel time for the ray (with ray parameter, p) which returns to the sur-

' estimatedfaceat separatiOntobe (seeX'AppendixF°rthe A)seif'c°mpacting'p°wder model, the amplitude variation isA(x) = Ao(x/xo) -(ts'm)/t2, m > 1. (5)

', ,:_ where m is a measure of the source radiation pattern in the power-law-velocity medium.
To insure integrability of f_

where E is the energy radiated by the thumper source, we find m > I (see Appendix A). .t

This indicates the amplitude decrease of the direct wave with separation is less in the

- powder-layer model than that in the constant-velocity model. This is consistent with the

1_ .................. conclusion of Gold and Soter (I 970) based on their analysisfor a linearly increasing vel. i

ocity with depth. "_

• The determination of the amplitude variation with separation for the Apollo-14 and

/- -16 ASE data is more difficult than determining the travel time data because of: (1) the _t
,/'. coarseness of the amplitude sampling, (2) the variability of the thuraper.shot strengths,
"): (3) the variability of the geophone sensitivities (primarily due to siting and coupling of

_ i_-_ the geophones) and (4) the low S/N ratio for the largerseparations. The coarseness of the

': ill_'" amplitude data is significantly reduced by the interpolatir.:_ effect of bandpass filtering. .
.... The variability due to the shot strengths, the geophone _nsitivtties and the low S/N ratio

_: are reduced by the averaging inherent in stacking ol summing traces (provided the signals
I" are sufficiently coherent for a given source/receiver separation). .

'I" On the basis of the measured arrival times (at least for separations less than 22.86 m -

._..,.
•_....
_.._
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', .,'.,I.;" Amplitudr data laThitrary untl_)

_ xlml 14-1 't" 14-2tll,_ 14 3"1" 14-_ q I{, I¢ 16-2131 ,_ If,-3 t 16--_'_ 14,16-k ql

I,_'_ 4,57 4,62 3,t)l 4.68 4,19 5,82 5,34 5,69 3,95
9,14 3,17 2,O8 ? 3,36 1,43 (I,76 3,17 0.82 1,16

)-:- 13,71 1,13 _ " 1,13 0,81 0,32 0,54 O,31 0,40
18,2q 0,52 * * O,_2 O,56 0,45 0.42 0.26 0,30

•'" ._2,86 * * * * ? 0,18': 0.23? ? ?

Ii 27,43 * I_},l5 0,1': 0,17 O.13 ? O.18'/ O,10 0,07

32.00 * 0,10': * 0,10? ? ? ? 0.197 '/

Slope 1,55 1,83 2,15 !,78 1,77 - 2.01 - 2.01 1,97 - 2,04
/-

x trot 14-1 '1" 14-2(|1 § 14-3 "I" 14-_ _ 16--1"1"16-2(31§ 16-3 t t_-_ _
J

4,57 2,38 2,17 2,65 2.26 -- 2.94 2.48 2,34
9,14 1.75 0.93 1.49 1.75 0,66 0.39 1.70 0.44

13,71 0,56 * 0.22 0.56 0.38 0.20? ? 0.17
18,29 0.24 * * 0.24 0.29 0.22 0,21 0.13
22,86 * * * * ? ? 0.1 I ?

,].. : 7.43 , o.13 o.o5 0.o9 0.o6 ? o.Io o.o5
( 32.00 * ? * ? ? ? ? ?

_- Slope 1,63 -- 1,59 - 2.34 - 1.87 - 2.07 - 1.98 - 2.00 - 2.08

_- ,." t 14-1 means Geophone 1, ApoUo-14 ASE, etc.
,.- ¶ 14-_ means stacked traces, Apollo-14 ASE.

§ 14-2il) means traces on Geophone 2, Apollo-14 ASE, sources between Geophones 1 and 2, etc,

- No shot available.
,, ? LowS/N ratio.

. see 'fable !I1, sufficient coherency of the signals exists so that averaging of the amplitudes
1 should be possible by sununing of traces. The measured amplitudes are given in Table IV.

_ii" Both the amplitudes for individual traces and for stacked traces are given. Measurements. were made on data that had been bandpass filtered by anti-altased, fourth.order Butter-

l worth filters with 3 dB frequencies of 3-66 Hz and 20-.40 Hz. It can be seen that there is
a great deal of scatter in the data. Some of this is due to the thmuper-shot variability and

,. some due to geophone _itirtg. but the major part is due to low SIN ratio and the coarse.

t I ...................... -,..............hess of the amplkude data. Straight lines were fitted, t_y least-squares, through the. data

• / points (on a Iog-'.og graph) and the slopes of these lines are included in Table IV. A repre-
sentative plot of the amplitude data along with its least,squares-fitted line is shown in

_.- Figure 12. This represents one of the most contplete sets ot'mnplitude data available tbra

ii
sittgle geophone; nantely_ geophone 3 tbr the Apollo.16 ASE. The original traces were

bandpass-filtered (3 dB frequencies at 3 and 66Hz) prior to measuring the amplitudes,

- Because of the low S/N ratio at the larger separations, it is not certain that a straight

i'..
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1
il SOURCEIO[OPHON[ SEPARATION (m) 1
: Ftg. 12, Log-log plot of the amplitudes versus separations (Single geophone amplitudes; Geophon¢ ;

3. Apollo-t6 ASF; Bandpass: 3 to 66 th; measured slope: + 2,0h.

I : ?
2

line (on a log-log plot) is the appropriate fitting function. While all the data are fairly

_ well fitted by tile line in Figure 12 (with a slope equal to -2.01), it is clear that the two :largest amplitude values (at 4.57 and 9.14 m), which have the best S/N ratios, suggest a

l_-- lower slope.
The slopes found for all the cases with fairly good data lie between -- 1.5 and - 2.1.

_i!t i However, the possible errors on these slopes are of the order of +-0.5. The fact that the

slopes are more negative than - 1 and close to +2, tile slope predicted by a simple flat.

layer model, does not mean the amplitude data verifies that model. From Equation (5),

-' ! :7. the slope predicted by the powder-layer model would be more positive than -- I. llow. !

7 ever, this equation and the theory used to predict a slope of- 2 tbr tile flat-layer model: are based on simplyfying assumptions; namely, that all tile sources are of equal strength, _:
the geophones are equ_ly coupled to the regolith, there is no attenuation by absorption

:: in either model, there is no energy loss by conversion of p-wave energy into s-wave energy

(for the powder.layer model) and there are no scatters in the lunar regolith. The latter

three effects would increase the amplit_'_le loss with distance so that the predicted slopes

: (-- 2 for the flat layer and - (I 3 - m)/l 2 for the powder layer) should be considered

upper bounds on the measured ones. The variability of the thumper-shot strengths anti of

the geophones would increase the scatter in the data. ; _i

While tile amplitude data do not preclude either model conclusively (as they would
; : have if the measured amplitudes decreased more slowly than inversely with separation),

" they do favor tile powder.layer model. All the loss mechanisms lead to a greater decrease ,_ :

. in amplitude than predicted by the simple analyses of the two models. However, the
amplitude data do not show a more rapid decrease tha, that predicted for the/"

" I+ homogeneoas,layer models proposed by Kovach an_ Watktns (1973) while tile data r
)_, clearly do show a more rapid decrease with separation than that predicted by the simple
l"

:/.
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k

_= (first.order) theory for the powder-layermodel. Thisdiscrepancyin the amplitudevari.
: ation with distancecan not he explainedby interference of otherwaveswith the direct

wave, For the short separationswhere amplitude data is available(generally less than
:: ............. 27.43m). interferencefrom reflectedor refractedwaveswouldnotaffecttheamplitudes

by interferencefor the flat-layermodels:norwoulda velocitydiscontinuityat a depth
.' greaterthan about lOre effect the amplituderesults(by the sametypes of interference) ,:_

in the powder-layermodel.

6. Geophone.Couplingand Shot.StrengthVariability

To eliminate the effects of variability in the geophone couplingand the Thumper.shot
strengths,an analysis of the amplitude data was madewhich determinesboth the gee-
phone sensitivity (in place) and the shot strengthsas well as the exponent of the ampli-

,. rudevariationwhenthereis sufficient redundancyin the data.
If it is assumed that either the fiat-layer model or the powder-layermodel is valid,

the measuredamplitude at a particular gcophone due to a particularsourcewill be given
by

At_ = Gt$_lxt" xjl", (6)

: where G_is the sensitivityof the ith geophone (including coupling and siting effects)
located at x_, 5_ is the strength of the/th shot locatedatx l and m is the exponent ofthe
amplitudevariation.

_ Equation (6) can be normalized to the sensitivity of a particulargcophone, say Gt
(I = 1, 2 or 3), and to the strength of a particularshotsay Sa. Thisnormalization is
necessary because, quite clearly, each geophone sensitivity can be multiplied by some

t"
constant factor and each shot strength dividedby the same factor without changingthe
resultingamplitude.

LettingGriSt,= Ao. Equation (6) becomes

i. Aij = Ao(GslG:)(SJSa)lxi- xflm. (7)

Equation(7) canbe linearizedin teamsof therelativegeophonesensitivities,therelative
'shot strengths, the exponent m and the arbittm7 constant Ao by takingits logarithm

logA# = IogAo + log (GIIGt) + log(St/Sj) + rn log lat - x.d;

..... or, forconveniencein writing,

au = ao+st+ +mXu, (8)

whereatj = logAq, Xu = io$Ixe-xj l,gt= log(GIIGn)andsj = log(S_lSa).

- " The optimumvalues, in a least.squaressense, ofae.&l,s l andm canbe determinedby

minimizingthe summed,weightedand squarederror

f ./

t:.'2(ao+m,g,s) = _. _.. wq(ao+ra_VU+e,+s_-au} 2. (q}
tmt J'l

i.[
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as a function of these parameters.The result (see Appendix B) is the matrix equation

_i- • = A.p, (10)

wherea isa vectorwhose_:onlponentsdependoulyupun thenleasuredamplitudes(nlj).

the weights (we) and the measuredseparations(Xo); A is -',_uare Ulatrix whose¢onl-
ponentsdependonly ulmn the weitditsandthe nleamredseparationswhile p isa vector
wlmsecomponentsare the unknown paranleters:gl ..... st ..... aoand m. (The detailed

!.. fomz of this equation is given in Appendix B.I The solution to this nlatrix equationis

'- _- A-t
-- P "|. (11) .1

If there is sufficient ledundancy in the data, the matrix will be well conditioned and non-

singulr.tand will have a stable inverse.

The weights are establLehedfrom the quality of the data. The weights for the Apollo-
1(_data arc shown in Table V. Front the table it is seen that only 14 oftbe Iq thumper
shots gave useful amplitude data (shots I. I I. 13. 14 and Iq were not useable) and. of

these 14. only three (shots o, 7 and 17J give tueasltrable Iirst-arfivalanlplitudes on more
than one geophone. (Shots 12 and 17 gave amplitudes of 0.Sq and 0.007. respectively, for

the 3-00 Ill bandpassed traces on geophone 2: all other amplitudes are _iven in Table IV).
Therefore, only six amplitude measurengnts (two for ¢a¢11shot) are available to deter-

mine the six parameters ao, m.gt .ga.s6,st_lwhen geopi_me 2 mid shot 7 arc used as the

. referencegeophoneand eliot, respectively).With the relativegeopllone sensitivities,the i_
constant ao and the exponent m set hy these data. the renlaining relative sho_.strengths
will be deternlined by the assumed aioplitude variation (Equation I(_) or :I)) aid the
measured anlplitude.

llaving only six correlative anlplitude nteasurenlentsto determinesix unknowns(by

.team of the linear equations (8) or ( I0)1 means ther_ is litde redundancy in the anipli-
tude data. Nevertlteleu. the solution of these six equations in t]l_ _ix unknowns do con-

stitute a least-squaressolution.This is becauseweiglttingfactorsare usedhi the equations;
the weights can be interpreted to mean that .lore than six measurements of equal weight
were made. some of which were identical nleasurenlents (i.e., same shot location), and the
results ¢onlbined together to give a single result of greater weight. "-

If we use six available correlative amplitude value,,, the matrix equation be¢otltes

_ _ "("'aPe) "(wu) <w_.X'_>(wu'_ (tv_) {w.,> (w,..) "eo"

"_"'"'-'"=" <wipu.l)) <wuX_}>(w_a.Vsj)(ws_X3_)(w,,._'to)<_i,7._lt, m

¢wtpil) (wlj) 0 (wl,) (wl, tO _¢t

" (tt'lOal6) (1t't6) O S_

O000000]-TSC02
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Table V

Data weights and _paratiom; Apollo-If ASF

:'2 Wekchts:w4/ Separations: IxI Xjl

Shot Geophone No. (t) (;eophon¢ No. I/)
No, IJ'l 1 2 3 I 2 3

! 0 0 0 91.44 45.72 0
2 0 0 I 86.87 41.14 4,57
3 0 0 ! 82.30 36.$8 9.14
4 0 0 I 77.72 32.00 13.71
$ 0 0 I 73.15 27.43 18.29 ;
6 0 _ _ 68.58 22.86 22.86

- 7 0 I _ 64.05 18.29 27.43
8 0 1 0 59.44 13.71 32.00

9 0 1 0 $4.86 9.14 36.58

I0 0 I 0 S0.29 4.$7 41.14 t11 0 0 0 45.72 0 45.72

"" ":i
- 12 0 I 0 36.58 9.14 54.86

13 0 0 0 32.00 13.71 59.44 :_

i 14 _ 0 0 27.43 18.29 64.05

15 0 0 0 22.86 22.86 6&58
16 I 0 0 18.29 27.43 73.15 _
17 I _ 0 13.71 32.00 77.72

i: 18 ! 0 0 9.14 36.58 82.30
+: 19 0 0 0 0 45.72 91.44

2 and 3 and / -= b, 7, 17. In terms of assumed values of %_ and the measuredwhere i !,

values of X o and a#. this equation becomes _i

3.734" "3.50 10.35 1.00 0.75 1.00 1.25 ao _]

- 11.710 30.84 2.b2 2.39 3,13 3.48 m 3
.. . . +]

- O.211 . - 1.00 0 0 1.00 gt ]
J

- 1.164 - - 0.75 0.50 0 g3 ::1

- !.592 - - 1.00 0 so

- o.q14 ..... 1.25 Sr_
--... • •

if we solve this matrix equation, the relative geophone sensitivities and relative shot

sttensth$ are found to be

GI/G2 = 0.724; G3IG= = 1.40.

S=IS_ = 0.803: Ss_IS_ = 0.848,

and the exponent is

m--:- 3.57.
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- Unfortunately, tllcse values appear to be unreasonable; this is not surprisingconsider-

ing the lack of redundancy and quality in the amplitude data. The 30 to 40% differences

in the relative geophone sensitivities are not too unreasonable, but are higher than

expected. Also, the 15 to 20'7,,variations in the shot strengths are possible, but again seem
_- large. The value of the exponent (m = - 3.57) is different by almost a factor of two corn-

pared to the values obtained using single-geophon¢ profiles and stacked profiles (compare '. - :i
Table IV). The 30 to 40_ differences in geophone sensitivity have no effect on the ::

amplitude variation with distance as determine I by a single-geophone prof'fle. The 20%

differences in shot strengths (of shots 6 and 17 relative to shot 7) would not cause

appreciable differences in the slopes (or exponents) obtained from single-geophone pro-

• f'des (provided, of course, that these differences are representative of the differences in
the other shots). It is concluded that the least-squares analysis given above does not give

reliable values for the parameters (m, Gz/Ga, G3/Ga, $6/S_, S!_/$_). However, the method

is a valid one and the reasml for the unreliability in the parameter values is the lack of

redundancy and quality in the data.
While the method is not useful for this data set, it is presented in detail because there

may be other instances where it would give valid results. It provides a rationale for the

design of seismic experiments which test amplitude variation with separation when vari-

ability in source strengths and geophone sensitivities is anticipated (as is generally the
case).

The same amplitude analysis could not be performed on the Apollo-14 ASE data

because there were not correlative amplitude values for geophones 2 and 3 (due to mis-

fires and poor signal-to-noise ratios).

7. Summary

The data from the thumper shots of the Apollo.14 and Apollo-16 ASE's have been

reanalysed to te_t whether the velocizy variation in the shallow lunar crust (depths g; 10 m)

can be represented by a self-compacting.powder-layer _isproposed by Gold and Soter

(1972) and Gangi (1972) or by constant-velocity layers as proposed by Kovach et 02.

(1971, 1972, 1973).

Both the travel times and the amplitudes for the first arrivals were remeasured and

compared with the values predicted by the self.compacting.powder-layer model proposed

by Gangi (v(z) = Vo(zlzo) 116)and the layered.velocity model proposed by Kovach et 02. .

To improve the quality of the data, they were 'deglitched' to remove spurious values and

bandpass filtered. Four.pole, anti-aliased Butterworth filters with bandpasses between 3
¢

and 66 Hz and 20 and 50 Hz (3 dB frequencies) were used to improve the signal.to.noise

ratio (S/N). In addition, traces from different thumper shots and with the same source-

to-geophonespacing were summed together to improve the S/N. While these techniques

improved the S/N, it still was not possible to measure travel times or amplitudes of the

_.} fh'starrivalsfor Sel,arationsgreaterthan 32 m. _*
While there is variability in the results obtained (.see Table Ill), the Iravet times for the

,,] ...........................
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directarrivalovera separationof32m canbe fltby theI/b-powervelocitymodel.The

measuredvalues of the exponent for an assumedpower.law velocity varied between
approximately 1/3 to 1/7; that is, 0.67< 1-n <0.86 (see Table !11) where n is the

: e.,r,ponentfor the depth variationof the velocity.The best(or average)model for both the

_i". " Apolio.14 and Apollo-16 sites is v(z) -" 350(Z/Zo)t/6ms't for zo = i km or v(z)-" l lOzre,
_ .' 0 _ z _ 10 m. This is fairly close to the velocity variation, v(z) -" 190z re, predicted by

)_ Gangi (1972) on the basis of Gassmann's analysis (1953) and the measured mechanical
.- properties of the lunar soil.
_- The measured travel times of the first arrivals over the 32 m separation are in reason-

able agreement with the values predicted by the layered model (see Table I11). However,
the biggest percentage de,iations occur at the two shortest distances (4.57 and 9.14m)

where the S/N is high and the travel times can be measured most accurately. At these

-_ separations, the measured arrival times, which are accurate within at least one sample

__ interval (or 1.89rns), differs from those predicted by the layered model by I0 to 15ms.
The corresponding differences for the power-law model is generally less than 2 ms. While

this indicates that the self-compacting.powder-layer model is probably the correct one,

ii the quality of the data precludes a definitive distinction between the two models.

No comparison was made of the measured travel times with those predicted by the
linear velocity variation used by Gold and Sorer (1970), namely, v(z)= _ + as, because

it was an assumed velocity variation which is not based on any physical mechanism. The

traveltime relationshipfor this velocity variation, t = (2/a) sinh°z(ax/2Vo),shouldalsofit
the data to the sameaccuracyas that of the layered.velocitymodel. It, too, wouldhave

.%

_- the largestpercentagedeviationsat the shortestdistances.
.- An analysis of the amplitudes of the first arrivals was performed to test the models.

": The predicted amplitude variation with separation, x - assuming no amplitude loss due to
attenuation, scattering or conversion of p-wave energy into s-wave energy - for the layer

model is x'= while that for the l/6.power velocity model is X -(13"rays2. m > 1. The

measured exponent varied from -- 1.55 to - 2.34 (see Table IV) with the average value

I_" near - 2.0. While this result, at first glance, seems to favor the constant velocity model,
l- the fact that there will be amplitude loss due to scattering, attentuation and wave.type

: conversionmakesthis result more consistentwith the power-lawmodel. However,the
large errors in the amplitude data- which are more severethan the errorsin the arrival
times- precludeadefinitive conclusionresardin8 which isthe appropriatevelocitymodel.

An a',tem_t wasmade to eliminate the erron in amplitude, due to variationsin the
geophonesensit;.-itiesand shot strengths,by usinga least-squaresmethod. The method
requiresthat the sig,3als,from i,-zdividualshots,be detectedon two or more geophones.

' Unf.)rtunatelyoonly three thumper shotswere detectedon pairsof geophones,and no
., thumper shots gave detectable first arrivals on all three geophones. Consequently, there

_ was too little redundancy in the data to give reliable values for the relative geophone _

sensitivities, relative shot strengths or the exponent for the amplitude variation with

separation. Only for the Apollo-16 ASE was there ,sufficient data to perform thisanaly.

_. sis at all, and it indicated that there could be 30 to 40% variability in the geophone

i.

 i/i
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t'i sensitivitiesand 15 to 20% variability in tile thumper-shotstrengths,An amplitudevari- i
ation with separation equal to x'3'e was obtained t'rom this analysis, it is not possible

....... to give much credence to these values because the amplitudes used in this analysis were !
"-... ** small and had large variability.

in conclusion, it has been demonstrated that the power-law-velocity model predicts: !

)_. (1) the measured arrival times of the first arrivals as well as, if not better than, the '........ layered.velocity model does and (2) the amplitude variation with separation as well as :_

; that model does. The quality of the data does not allow a definitive choice to be made _i

between the two models. However, the power-law model predicts a very low velocity at '
the lunar surface which, in turn, implies that seismic rays will be nearly normally incident

_- to the surface. This would explain why there h little correlation between the vertical and "

horizontal components of the motions detected by the Passive Seismic Experiment seis- 1

mometers. It also impliesthat the long durationof the seismicsignalsdetectedon the |
Moon is due to scattering by even shallow undulations of the surface (Gold and Sorer, i

I" itS70 and Gangi, Iq72). The power.law velocity model also predicts that the lunar .1
regolith is composed of fine particles (soil) down to a depth of 5 to 6 m. The power.law =i
model indicates that the velocity below 6 meters h not 'sampled' by the fixst arrivals

1

detected over separations less than or equal to 32 m,
•\-_
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Appendix A. Variation in Ampfitude with Distance in a .,,

Vertically lnhomogeneous Medium :_

An approximate analysis of the variation in amplitude of a compressional wave in a verti. _.i

tally inhomogeneous elastic medium can be made using r_y theory. The analygs closely

follows the developments givne in Bullen (1_63) and Officer (1958).

The analysis is approximate in that it does not take into account either the variation in
waveform of the propagating wave (i.e., dispersion) or the conversion of p-wave energy

into s-wave energy (these assumptions are also made in the above references). s

We assume that, for a wurce on the surface, the energy, dE, contained in a "bundleof
rays"with ray paranteters between p - dp/2 and p + dp/2 is equal to the intensity (or

energy per unit area), i, times the area subtended by the ray parameten (see Figure Ala) i!!

dE(p) ffi i(x°,p)dA ffi S(p)dp. (A.I) i

where l(x', p) = the wave intensity ibr a ray with ray paranleter, p. at a horizontal dis*
t

tahoe, x'. away from the source point, dA = area contained between the cbcular cones ".

given by p _ dp/2 = comtant and p + dp/2 = constant(dA = 2wx'dw), S(p) -=energy

i,"

., , .
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per unit change in the ray parameter, p = the ray p._xameter= sin e(z)/v(z), e(z) = the '
angle between the ray and the vertical z axis and is measured counterclockwise from the z

axis, and v(z) = the velocity variation with depth.

The intensity for any point along the ray can be expressed as

S(p)do (A.2)L: l(x',p) = 2_x' dw'

.... At a fixed depth, z, and for a particular ray bundle centered about ray parameterp, (see

Figure A.lb) dw dx' (A.3)

dw(x',p) cosOdx'; or dp cosO _ " :i

When the ray reaches the surface (z : 0), 0(0) = n (cos 0(0) : - 1) and i_ :_
X'(p,z = O) - x(p). (A,4) :_ ']

°'" 1

The intensity at the surface receiver then becomes

' j

J
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_T. l(x,p) = S(p)dp2_x dx' (A.5)

Note that the intensity is positive since both $(p) and x are positive but dp/dx is negative
at the surface. • -

The general relationship for vertically inhomogeneous media ,.

p = dt/dx (A.6)

holds good. where t(x) is the traveltime; therefore, we have ,, :

l(x.p) = S(p) d2t2nx dx2" (A.7)

It can be verified directly that p = dt/dx for a velocity variation of the form
t-

v(x) = vdz/zo)" (0 < n < I) (A.8).

by using(l); the fact that

dt/dx = (dt/@)/(dx/dp) (A.9)

and (2) the parametric equations for the travelthne, t(p), and the source/receiver

separation, x(p), (see, tbrexample, Kaufinan, 1953)

t(p) = C.p -(t-n)m. x(p) = (1-n)Cnp -lm, (A.10)

where C. is a constant and equal to

2x/rtZo £(!/2n + 1/2)

c,,= nvd------,_--,r(l/2n) (A.ll)

The problemthatremainsindeterminingtheintensit_isto expressS(p)intermsofx.

The rays from a source at the surface propagate, initially, vertically; therefore, for a

vertical.force source, most of the energy will be directed along the z-axis with little or no

t energy propagating along the surface. The rays received at the surface near the source
t

: correspond to large values of the ray parameter p, because

I p = llt_zr). {A.12)where zr b the turning depth of the ray; i.e., its maximum depth of penetration. There-

fore, if we assume an asymptotic expansion for S(p) of the form (forp :,, 1)

I. S(p) "" p'm(l + I/p + liP 2 +...); m > I, (A.13)

and use the fact that (from Equation A.IO)

p ,'- x-n
we have

S(p) '-. Jcran. (A.t4) :,

This indicates that the source radiation pattern contributes an increase to the intensity

_llll,.,_ t- .. ....... . ,

.,- . . __ .__ ,,_-., _.-_.-_e._._]E_, -_ ......................... . ' ,, . _ . _
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i_. as the separation increases. Th_ is due to the fact that the rays detected at the larger

-_= _ , separations come from that pan of the radiation pattern where the intensity is higher;

ii_-_.._ namely, closer to the z-axis. In order to insure integrability of $(p) for the large values of
p (1 _ p < ,o), the exponent m must be greater than 1.

If we take advantage of the fact that
o

• 1 d=t
" - .... x -(" ��œ�(A,!5)_/_"__ "t x dx 2 :

ii_i:_.:_ _- the intensity variation with separation x becomes

: andthe amplitudevariationis

A(x) ~ I tl2 "" x "t_ >)j2(A.17)

_- For the self-compacting-vowder model, n = 1/6 and we have
,L,

_C A(X) = A(XoXX/Xo) "(i3"m)/l*, m > I. (A.18) "!

Appendix B. The Relative Geophone Sensitivities, Shot Strengths and the Amplitude

Variation; Least.Squares Analysis

_ The optimum values, in a least.squares sense, of (1) tl_e relative geophone sensitivities, (2)
.- the relative shot strengths and (3) the exponent of the amplitude variation with distance
:- can be determined if there is sufficient redundancy in the amplitude data and the func.:
-=. tional form of the amplitude function is known. The direct-wave-amplitude variation has

the functional form given by Equation (6) both for a half space (i.e., constant velocity) :
-- and for a vertically inhomogeneous medium (i.e., v(x, y, z) -- _(z) only).

The summed, weighted and squared error, E 2, between the log of the measured ampli-

tude values and the values predicted by the functional form (as expressed in Equation

(8); see Equation (9)) is

I J

_'2(ao,m,g,s)= Y.Y.w.(ao+rex. +&,+s1-a.) 2, (a.z)
I=1 _;,.t

where ao = log (GtSj), GI is the reference-geophone sensitivity, $j is the reference.shot

, strength, g is the (vector of) relative geophone sensitivities, s1 is 'he relative sensitivity of

the lth 8eophone, s is the (vector of) relative shot strengths, sS is the relative strength of

the jilt shot, X u is the log of the separation between the lth geophone and the tilt shott

and aUis the log of the amplitude measured at the ith geophune for the/th shot.
We define a parameter vector p in the parameter space made up of the ae, gt, sj and

tlq aa ..

! J I*J )l p = E t_,+E slsl+mm+ioao= E p.p.-- g+s+m+_, _

?, t-t J-z .-t (e.2)

ii:
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The resultingset ofequations can be written in matrix form as -,

_+ m = Alp, _._)

+'_" 1

+,_

+++l i
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"o:+_...- / wherea isthe vector

I

.!_: ., -_ _ _ wija0li o + d+X_.++ _ + i11, (B.9)

the square-symmetricmatrixA is defined in Equation(B.7) and thevectorp is defined in
, Equation (B.2).

The parametervalues (Uo,m, gl and el) arejust the components of the vector p and ,,
they are determinedby invertingEquation(B.8) to give _

p = A"t.a. (B.IO) _i
.

This is the solution to the problemof determiningthe optimum (in a least-squares _:_
sense) parametersand it can be seen from Equation (B.IO) that the accuracyof the sol. +_
ution depends upon the stability of the inverseof the matrix A and the errorsin the
vector a. These, in turn, dependupon the accuracyof the measurementsof the separ- *:_
ations, Xu, and the amplitudes,at/, and the valuesof the weights,wij. The weightsthem.
selves are establishedby the accuraciesof aj,fand X+_.In the analysisof the amplitude
data from the Apollo.16 ASE, it was assumed that the separations were measuredwith
high accuracy;consequently, the weights were established only on the basisof the accu.
racyof the amplitude measurements.

Fromthe form of matrixA (Equation (B.7)), it can be seen that it will havea stable
inverseif there is high redundancy in the data; that is, the sums of the weights overthe
geophones (subscripti) and over the shot strengths(subscriptj) as well as the double
sums(over i and/) havelargevalues.Thiswill occm when the amplitudefrom each shot is

: measuredaccuratelyat each geophone; that is, all the we/= 1. Unfortunately,this is notthe case in the Apollo.14 or Apollo-16ASE's.
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! The very shallow lunar crust (for depths less than 15 m)

'i at the Apollo 14 and 16 landinv sites has been determined to

be a self-compacting powder layer overlying a homogeneous

Ii: layer. The velocity function of the powder layer is g.iven

by V(z)=Vo(Z/Zo )I/6, where Vo=340 H�Ô�m/seeis a reference

velocity at a depth of Zo=l km. The thickness of the powder

layer is approximately 10_+im. The constant velocity in the

homogeneous layer is approximately 250+20 m/see with an

unknown thickness.

The data of the Active Seismic Experiments of Apollo 14

and 16 missions are improved by de_lltchlng, filtering, and

I. stacking. However, the measurements of the traveltimes and

" the amplitudes of the first arrivals from the stacked
i profiles are difficult for separations beyond 32.0 m, while

I- the traveltime determinations of the first arrivals from the
i

single geophone profiles are difficult for separations

beyond g5,72 m,

The travelIim_ determinations of Apollo 16 ASE _renade

i launchlngs at Ge'o 3 are also difficult because of the

i:-....
t:

i . ....... + "v ++ •....

• C--_ - .'- ' "'.,L._ ....................._ ................ _,l_.
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! ," low amplitudes. Also, there iz a maximum of 57 msee time

offset among the instants of Frenade launehln_s. The

amplitLlde measurements for the _'renade launchlnKs are

levels existing in the _renade data of the Apollo 16 ASE,

the measurements of both the traveltimes and amplitudes

have low accuracy.

The slope, m, on the log/lo_ traveltime Fraph is

related to the exponent, n, of the velocity function,

V(z)=Vo(Z/Zo )n. That is, the slope, m, is 5/6 for the

one-sixth power variation (n=I/6) while m equals I for the
p

constant velocity function (n=O). The measured slope lies

between 0.65 and 0.82. The best-fitted reference velocity,

VO, at the Apollo 14 and 16 landinc sites are 945 and

357 m/see, respectively, by forcin_ the slope to be 5/6.

A homogeneous layer with a constant velocity of 254 and

302 m/see at Apollo 14 and 16 landin_ sites, respectively,

is found underlying the surface powder layer. However, the

I constant velocity, 302 m/see, at Apollo 16 landing site is

i• . questionable because of little and poor data.

I An amplitude analysis (Gan_i and Yen, 1979) indicates
that the amplitude/separation variation is x -(13-s)/12, where

i >o o on0o ooo
and layered model. These variations are based on the

.i' assumptions that, I) there is no energy loss either by

!iI conversion or by attenuation, 2)there are no scatterers in

the lunar regolith, 3) all the thumper shots are of equal

i

i \ .........

' ............ oooooo0
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__ streng, th, and 4) all the geophones are equally oriented and
couple@. The exponent of the amplitude variation from the

measured data, for separations up to 32.0 m, lies be_een

-1.5 and -2.5. These values seem to favor the homogeneous

and layered model! however, the predicted values of the

exponents for these two models should be treated as upper

bounds for the measured data. We also find that there are

30 to _0% differences in the relative Feophone sensitivities

and 15 to 20% differences in the thumper-shot strer_ths.

These variations seem high but are not too unreasonable.

The coefficient of attenuation which dominates the amplitude

variation at larger separations is 0.047 /m.

slgnal-to-noise ratio for the Apollo 14 and 16 ASEs varies

_I from 0.5 to 1.5. Velocity spectra of the direct and

reflected waves for the Apollo ASE data suggest that the

_ reference velocity of the powder layer. Vo, is approximately

=_-) 320 m/sec. From the velocity spectra o£ the reflected and

!_t'" refracted waves, the thickness of the surface powder layer

i I is evaluated to be approximately 9 m and the cons_znt
!_o}. velootty in the homogeneous medium is 230 m/sec. These

I

_I values o£ the parameters are consistent with those vlaues

I found from the traveltime investifations. All of them arewithin 10%.

;i
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

] Before the first astronauts landed on the surface of

the moon, NASA had tried sendin_ seismometers to it, but

without success. The first seismometer for the Passive

! Seismic Experiment (PSE) was installed on the moon by

astronauts Aldrin and Armstrong of the Apollo 11 mission on

July 20th, 1969. The seismic data sent back showed some

unusual characteristics which are not found on Earth's

seismic records (Figure iI from Toksoz et al, 1974). These

unusual characteristics (summarized by GanFi, 1972) ares

1) the long duration of the signal.
/

2) the variable character of the signals (variable

°_,I' durations, variable onset and shape of the

i i envelope).
_: 3) the lack of correlation between the vertical

i

1 and horizontal displacement components.

1 4) the variation of the spectrum of a signal over

I its duration.. 5) the variation of the near-surface, P-wave velocity

_ (measurements from _5 m/see to 104 m/see).

Motivated by those characteristics, various authors

, 1 • , | i , •

The citations on the following pa_es follow the style

of Geophysics.
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i Figure i. The AI ,_oonquake. May 23, 1970, as
received by the ALSEP 12 station.
Here X is the N-S component (S positive),
Y is E-W (W positive), and Z is
vertical (up positive). SeismoFram

iI1 starts at 1305 UT. Distance between

traces is 22 digital units.
(From Toksoz et al, 197_)
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(Gold and Sorer, 1970! Gangi, 1972 ) suggested that the

topmost layer of the lunar crust consists of compacted

powder.

Gold and Soter (1970) investigated seismic-wave

1 propagation for an assumed linear velocity increase with

_, depth for a self-compacting powder layer; i.e., V=Vo(l+az )

with Vo=395 m/sec, a=1.97 /km, and z in km. At full

Ii compaction, at whatever depth this may occur, they assumed

the P-wave velocity may be as high as 6 km/sec. In such a

) situation, there would be a propagation channel in which

the velocity gradient is steep between the top and the depthof full compaction.

I Gangi (1972) proposed a sixth-power velocity model for

'I the lunar surface layer based on Hertz's theory of the

Ii deformatior of spheres in contact and Gassmann's (1951)

It. determination of the P-wave velocity for dry, hexagonal-

closed-packed, self-compactinF, uniform spheres. This

_, velocity variation has a rapid increase of velocity with

I' depth near the surface. Rays in such a velocity variation

_ come back to the surface at (or near to) 0° from the

vertical because the velocity at the surface is zero. This

_, would explain the lack of correlation between the vertical

i_ and horizontal components.

:_ Kovach et al (1971, 1972, 1974) took a more

conventional approach in interpreting the data from the

Apollo 14 and 16 Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) shown in

00000001-TSD13
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i Figure 2 (from Kovach et al, 197i). They assumed the lunar

( crust was horizontally layered wlth each layer having a

1 constant velocity. The velocity of each layer is determined

by assuming there are refraction srz'Ival_ which travel, for

mo_t of their paths, alon6 the interfaces between the layers.

Latham et al (1970) explnined the long duration, 'the

variable character of the signals and the lack of correla-

tion between vertical and horizontal components of motion by

postulating a high quality factor (Q_3000) for a highly-

fractured or brecciated crustal layer. They proposed that

the long duration was due to multiple scattering of the waves

from the fractures an4 showed that this would give rise to

signals similar to those shown in Figure I if the intrinsic

Q of the medium was as high as 3000.

A comparison of the traveltime curves of the first

arrival using the moSels of Gold and Soter (linear velocity

variation), Gangi (power-law velocity variation) and Kovach

I et al (horizontally-layered crust) is shown in Figure 3

., (from Cooper et al, 1974). All three models can be made to
t

fit the traveltime reasonably well. Also included in

I Figure 3 is the z¼ velocity variation suggested by Carrier

!) (1971) to Gangi and which is described in detail in Gangi

,!_ (1972).

: ! If the wave velocity increases in a stepwise fashion
k

with depth, the traveltime curve for the first arrival will

i be composed of linear segments. If the velocity function is

_ continuous, the %raveltime curve will be a smooth continuous

i

, " 00000001-TSDI4
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curve. The accuracy and sparseness of the da_a shown in

Figure 3 do not preclude any of the models. The question

of which is the correct or best-fitting velocity function

will have to be answered by more accurate determination of

the traveltime data and. by determining which of the models

explain most of the unusual characteristics of the lunax_

seismogram.

Kovach et al (1971_-I-972, 1974) do not address the

question of the long duration of the lunar seismogram which

lasts--for over 50 minutes. Both Gold and Sorer (1970) and

Gangi (1972) suggest that "random walking" of the seismic

waves, caused by undulations of _he lunar surface, would

explain this phenomenon. Latham et al (1970) suggest the

long duration is due to the multiple scattering of the waves

f_om the fractures in the shallow lunar crust.

I
"):
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CHAPTER If. PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

i For Apollo 12 Passive Seismic Experiment (PSE), Latham

i et al (1970) constructed three lunar seismic-velocity models

) (Figure 41 from Latham et al, 1970) based on the measurements

of the physical properties of lunar samples to estimate the

velocity-depth variation.

Model I assumed the same variation in elastic parameters

wlth pressure (or depth) as measured in the laboratory on a

breccia sample. Model III was based on the laboratory

measured properties of a homogeneous, igneous, lunar rock.

Model If-was an attempt to combine the properties of the

igneous-_ock and breccia samples to produce a moCel that

would have the elastic pa?ameters of a highly fractured

iKneous material. The traveltimes for the first and second

arrivals, which were assumed to be the direct P and S waves,

respectively, fall in between those predicted for the

homogeneous, igneous model III and the fractured i_neous

model II. Thus, the correct model for the upper 20 km of

lunar material in the vicinity of the Apollo 12 landin_ site

must have a velocity-depth function that falls between models

_. II and III but is closer to the model of homogeneous igneous

_-. rock (model IIl).

From the thumper firings of Apollo 14 ASE, Kovach et al

(1971) obtained the traveltime curves shown in Figure 2.

They found velocities of 104 m/sec and 299 m/sec for the

'i .... , '---- O0000001-TSE04
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LM impact plotted on the traveltime
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direct and refracted waves, respectively (See Figure 2).

Kovac_ et al (1972, 197") assumed that th_ lunar &rust"

is homogeneous and horizontally layered with constant velocity

and thickness in each layer. Within each layer, the veloclty

may increase slightly with depth without violatlng the

assumptions of the interpretation, but the first arrivals

observed on the surface must have travelled either as direct

waves or as head waves! that is, waves critically refracted

along the top of each layer. Thus, each layer generates a

straight-llne segment in the %Taveltime curve. They obtained

the velocity structures shown in Figures 5 and 6 (from

Kovach et al, 1972 and 1974) for the Apollo 16 and 17 landing

sites, respectively.

A deep layer of dust on the moon may provide a very _ood

_;) seismic-wave transmission channel. In order to investigate

the seismic properties of such a medium, Gold and Sorer (1970)

I performed a computer simulstion using ray theory for a linear

......... velocity/depth variation, V(z)=Vo(l*az). If the surface of

_ the moon were perfectly flat, a ray, leaving the origin

-_ initially at an angle @o' would be reflected back at the

_ angle @o at each subsequent step and, after n cycles, would

_ have moved a distance nxo in a time nto. However, the lunar
z,

surface in the vicinity of the seismic experiment is not flat

but is gently undulating as is characteristic of mare regions.

If the undulations are random, the ray, at the i-th

reflection, will be reflected from the surface at an angle

@i = @i-I +2_ i
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where ai is the ar_le of the random slope encountered

(positive if tilted up away from the origin). After n+l

reflections, the ray would have travelled from the origin a

net distance

Since the _i have random signs and magnitudes (up to

some cutoff _max ), tan @i would occasionally change sign_

that is, the ray would be reversed in direction. Thus, a ray

encountering random slopes would have travelled a

considerably smaller net distance from the origin in a given

time than would be the case for a perfectly flat surface.

The introduction of random walking would explain the long-

I duration characteristic of the lunar seismograms.

Dainty et al (1974) interpreted the long duration of the

seismic record as a result of scattering in a surface layer

overlying a non-scattering elastic medium. Seismlc-model

experiments (Dainty et al, 1974) were used to demonstrate

this interpretation. Figure 7 (from Dainty et al, 197L)

diagrammatically illustrates the seismlc-modelling apparatus

i_ used to produce the seismograms shown in Figure 8 (from

Dainty et al, 197_). Two experiments (Dainty et al, 1974)

are illustrated, 1) propa@ation across a plate with grooves

cut half-way through, and 2) propagation along the edge of a

plate with holes drilled within a skin depth (for Rayleigh

! waves) of th_ edge. The first experiment produces a

:_ seismogram of the nature of that shown in Figure I. They

Q
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Figure 7. Block diagram of model seismic experiments

on scattering. (a) Retangular plate (body
wave) experiment. (b) Surface wave

- s_atteling experiment. (c) Lunar seismo-

_I _ram simulation experiment.

• (From Daxnty et al, 1974)
i

Ii (a)--i' i

t._ (b)

L

I " I

I msec
Figure 8. Production of the scattered envelope.

(a) Retangular plate 36 cm wide, 24 cm

across as in Figure 7(a) without scatters.

(b) Same plat_ with 0.6-cm-diameter holes,
• 0.56 holes/cm _. The P-wave velocity is

5.6 mm/_s! a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 is
! assumed. (From Dainty et al, 197_)

I.
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found that most surface-wave energy scattered into body

waves and the surface wave disappeared.

_. Gangi (1972) proposed a i/6-power velocity-depth

variation (i.e., V=az I/6) for the lunar surface layer.

This variation is based on Hertz's theory of the deformation

of spheres in contact and Gassmann's (1951) determination

of the P-wave velocity for dry, hexagonal-closed-packed,

self-compacting, uniform spheres. Gassmann found

Vhp = Bo(gZ)t/6
where B is a constant.

O

By using the values obtained from lunar samples by

Kanamori et al (1970, 1971), Gangi (1972) found

Vhp_ 600(Z/Zo )1/6 m/sec

where Zo=l km. This depth dependence of the vertical

P-wave velocity (Figure 9! from Gangi, 1972) gives rise

to a very rapidly varying velocity with depth. This

velocity dependence is consistent with the measured velocity

dependence on pressure for lunar samples (Figure 101 from

Gangi, 1972).

i_ The _ay parameter, p, which is given by Snell's law,

)' p=sin @(z)/V(z), is a constant along any ray in a

•)_ horizontally homogeneous but vertically inhomogeneous
_._

:] elastic medium. Since, for the power-law velocity model,
_..

the velocity at the surface (z=0) is zero, a finite ray-

parameter value requires all rays to be normally incident

to the surface. This would explain the lack of correlation

of the vertical and horizontal displacement components.

\ i
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Figure i0. P-wave velocity vs. pressure
(Lunar samples 12052(35), 12065(68)
and 10065). Refs, Kanamori e.tal (1971)

_, and Kanamori et al (1970).
i (From Gangi, 1972)

I"

!.
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_-_}i" In addltion, rays emanating from a surface source would all
be directed vertically into the lunar interior at the

surface.

C_rrier (1971) suggested to Gangi that the velocity

may increase as the fourth-root of depth near the surface;

i.e,, V=Vo(Z/Zo )_. Gangi (1972) and Cooper (1974) found

that the traveltime curves with Vo equals 0.7.8 km/sec and
IL.

';I o.91.km/secrespectively,andZo-1kmwill fit the

i

results from Kovach's model very well. But the values of

V were so chosen to make a good fit. Because the velocity

t °
at the surface is zero, this model would also require all

rays to be normally incident to the surface.

7

I
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_, CHAPTER III. FIELD PROCEDURES
!,

The Active Seismic Experiments (ASE) are part of the

I,_ Lunar Surface (ALSEP) of theApollo Experiment Package

Apollo 14 and 16 missions. The purpose of the experiments

I (Lauderdale et al, 1976a) is to study the internal

...., structure and characteristics of the moon to _ depth of

,.; less than one hundred meters. The purpose of the Apollo 17

_i,II( Lunar Seismic Profilin_ Experiment (LSPE) (Lauderdale et al,
5 1976b) _ to determine these characteristics to a depth of

Ii about one kilometer.Locations and Site Description,s,

_'/ On Feburary 5th, 1971, the Apollo 14 Lunar Module (LM)

i landed at 3.65 ° S latitud_ and 17.48 ° W longitude (Figure II

1 and Table i) (Lauderdale et al, 1976c). At about ii00 m

_, east of the landing site is the Cone Crater which is

; located on a ridge of Fra Mauro Formation (Lauderdale et al,

_._ 1976c). Cone Crater is a sharp-rimmed crater. The Fra
J

1 Mauro Formation is an extensive blanketlike deposit lying

I on a broad band around the basin and is interpreted as

_, ejected from the impact. Detailed studies (Lauderdale et al, ,_

1976c) by the geologists indicate that the Fra Mauro

Formation is mainly composed of moderately coherent

breccias. The main characteristic features of the Fra Mauro

i
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Figure 11. Map of the locations of Apollo

14, 16, snd 17 landing sites.

Table 1. Locations of the landing sites and
the relative distances to each other.

Distance, km, to Apollo-

Apollo Location
14 16 17

ml

)_ 14 3.65 s: 17.48 w - t007 1607
16 8.97 Sl 15.51E - - 994

17 20.17 Ns 30.77 E - - -
J

i

!/[ t

L
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Formation are ridges which are mostly I to 4 km wide and a

few to several ten_ of meter_ hiFh in the vicinity of the

I la_din_ site. They also _u_gested that the ridFes were
formed by flowaFe of material alonp the ground during the

: excavation of th_ basin by meteorites.
)

On April 21st, 1972, the Apollo 16 LM landed at 8.9? ° S

latitude and 13.51 ° E lon_itude (Figure 11 and Table I)

(Lauderdale et al, 1976c) which is at about 1007 km

southeast of Apollo 14 landir_ site. _he LM landin_ site

is at the western edge of the Descartes Highlands which is

the lunar central highlands encompassed by hiKhland plains

and adjacent mountainous areas of hilly and fur.rowed

terrain (Lauderdale et al, 1976c). This area, which is

underlain by impLct-generated breccias, may represent a

remnant of an ancient lunar surface sculptured by impact of

material. It may also be _t_ributed to i_neous and volcanic
•

activity from within the moon. _i

)} On December 12th, 1972, the Apollo 17 L_ landed at

20.17 ° N latitude and 30.77 ° E lon_itude which is at about

1607 km and 99_ km to the northeast of Apollo i_ and 16

_'" landin_ sites, respectively (FiFure II and Table I)

(Lauderdale et al, 1976c). The LM landing site is on the

floor of a deep valley, the Taurus-Littrow Valley, which is

at the eastern rim of and is radial to the Serenit_atis

basin (Lauderdale et al, 1976c). The Taurus-Littrow Valley

is interpreted as a deep Fraben formed by the Serenitatis

..... " ,, " ' TSF02......... "..... - 00000001-
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impact. EJecl;a around many craters on the valley floor

consists of basalt'. It shows that the graben is partly

filled by lava flow underlying, a relatively thick layer of

i unconsolidated material.

Apparatus,

The Lunar-Surface-Experiment Package (ALSEP) of both

I Apollo 14 and 16 consisted of three _eophones deployed in a

linear array, a thumper, a mortar package assembly (MPA)

_ which contained four grenades, and the ALSEP central

) station (Lauderdale et al, 1976a). The Apollo 1_ and 16

Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) data were obtained from an

astronaut-activated thumper, four mortar-launched grenades,

and four grenade launchinfs. The Apollo 17 ALSEP consisted

of four geophones deployed in a T-array, eight explosive

packages (EP). and the ALSEP central station (Lauderdale

et al, 1976b). The Apollo 17 Lunar Seismic Profiling

Experiment (LSPE) data were generated by eight EP's weighing

from 57 grams to 2722 grams (Cooper and Kovach, 1975).

j The astronaut-activated thumper a
Thumper shots. was

),

-'_ short staff (Figure 12s from Kovach et al. 1972) which was
!,

_I used to detonate small explosive charge_. The thumper was
(

_I so mounted that it was perpendicular to the base plate at

/ the lower end of the staff. An arm-switch and an

I initiator-selector switch were located at the upper end of
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, _ the staff. A pressure.--switch in the base plate detected the

the instant of shot initiation. A cable connected the

thumper 'to the central station to transmit the firing tame

of the shot.

There were twenty-one thumper shots planned for the

Apollo 14 ASE and nineteen thumper shots planned for the

Apollo 16 ASE (Lauderdale et al, 1976a). But thumper shots

5_-_ 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 16 of Apollo 14 ASE misfired.

) The amount of explosive used for the thumper shots are

not known. The firs �thumpershots for both Apollo 14 and

16 ASE's were fired at Geophone 3. The Thumper/Geophone-3

dls_ance was then increased in increments of 4 S? m toward

Geophone 1 for the rest of the thumper shots (Table 2; from

Lauderdale et al, 1976a)! that is, thumper shots 11 for both

the Apollo 14 and Z6 ASE's were fired at Geophone 2, and

,,, *' ,, ,ii: O0000001-TSF04
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Table 2. The ASE geophone/thumper distances.
(After Lauderdale et al. 1976a)

t _ Distance, m, to -- Shot No.

Geophone 1 Geophone 2 Geophone 3 AP-1G AP-16
i

91._4 _5.?2 0.00 i 1
86.72 _I.14 4.57 2 2
82.30 36.58 9.14 3 3
77.72 32.00 13.71 _ 4
73.15 27.43 18.29 5 5

68.58 22.86 22.86 6 6
64.00 18.29 2?.43 ? 7
59.44 13.71 32.00 8 8
54.86 9. _4 36.58 9 9
50.29 4.5? 41.14 10 zo

45.72 o.00 45.72 11 11
_I.14 4.57 50.29 12 -
36.58 9.14 54.86 13 12
32.00 13.71 59.44 14 13
27.43 18.29 64.05 15 14

22.86 22.86 68.58 16 15
18.29 27.43 73.15 17 16
13.71 32.00 77.72 18 17
9.14 36.58 82.30 19 18

_!_ 4.57 41.1_ 86.8? 20 -0.00 45.72 91.44 21 19

') Note: Shots 5, 6, 8, 9, I0, 14, 15, and 16
_ of Apollo 14 ASE misfired.
I

i

'_.
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_ thumper shots 21 and 19 for Apollo t_ and I0 ASE's,

_ _. respectively, w_e fired at Geophone I. However, two

thumper shots were omitted between Geophones i and 2 for _he i
Apollo 16 ASE! namely, those at a distance of 4.57 • from

these two Keophenes,

The mortar-package assembly (MPA). The MPA consisted

of a mortar box, a grenade-launch-tube assembly, and

connecting cable (Figure 12! from Kovach e% al, 1972). The

launch-tube assembly, which contained four _renades, was

mounted in the mortar box. The mortar box was deployed at

approximately 45 ° to the surface so that the grenades would

be sent to their maximum distances, ranging from 150 m for

• Grenade 4 to 1500 m for Grenade 1. The four grenades were

identical except for the amount of launchinf explosive,

which weighed from 10 crams to 42 Krams, and the high-

explosive charges, which wei_hed from 45 #'rams to 454

grams (Table 31 from Lauderdale et al, 1976a). The MPA was

located about 14 m north-r_orth-east of Geophone I (FiKure 131

from Kovach and Watkins, 1973). The _renade firing

]: direction was parallel to the geophone array and toward

1 Geophone 3. The Keophone/source distances (Table 31 from

_ Lauderdale et al 1976a) rar_-,ed from 61 87 m to 1017.42 m_. ] 0 'J •

_' The Apollo lt# ASE crenades were not fired because a

study of the photof, raphs and the astronaut's de_criptions

of the position of the Mi'A "_ut:Ke'_ted that the back-blast

miKht effect other experiments (Lat_dcrdale et al, lgTCa).

The decision war %hat the _:renndtu- would not be fired until

4

" o
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all other experiments fail. Three of four Frenedes of

Apollo 16 ASE were launched in a sequence of 2-4-3.

Grenade 1 was not launched because the angle sensor went

off scale.

Geophones. The geophones of both ASE's and the LSPE

were miniature seismometers of the moving-coil, magnet type.

The coil was the inertial mass suspended by springs in the

magnetic field. Above the natural resonant frequency of

the geophone (at 7.5 Hz), the output was proportional to

the ground motion. The three geophones of Apollo 14 and 16

ASE°s were deployed in a linear array at approximately 3 m,

49 m, and 94 m from the ALSEP central stations and were

connected to it by cables (Figure 131 from Kovach and

Watkins° 1973). The four geophones of the Apollo 17 LSPE

were deployed in a T-array at approximately 150 m west of

the LM and were also connected to the ALSEP central

station by cables (Figure I_I from Cooper et al° 1974).

The ASE°s and LSPE characteristics are given in

Tables 4 and 5 (from Lauderdale et al, 1976a,b),

respectively. The output voltages from the amplifiers for

_i a 5 nm zero-to-peak signal at 10 Hz are given in Table 6.

Note that there is a 0.02 V (or 12%) difference between

_ Geophone 2 (GP 2) of Apollo 1_ ASE and Geophone 3 of

Apollo 16 ASE. These differences in amplitude sensitlvlties

will cause moderate errors when we measure the amplitudes.

It is necessary to correct the output voltaFes from the

_:I ¸¸ .
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oI Table 6. Output volta6es from the ASE amplifiers
_' for a 5 nm zero-to-peak signal at I0 Hz.

Apollo 14 Apollo 16" _ i i . .. m iii

• GP I GP 2 GP 3 GP 1 GP 2 GP 3
j ,

i,i

Voltage, V .167 .162 .163 .178 .174 .182
Normalized, % 100. 97. 97.6 106.6 104.2 109.

, i

Pullring ....Pullrlmj)

Pullrh,9_......

Receivingantenne
• emndsto 16,_cm

++l,J

°" L _ ill Pull ring I - pullsonepin tostertSAFE/ARMNiOetimer+ 12lPull ring 2 - swingup ring;,rotm _" countercloclmise;
o_, pullpin to relelM SAFE/ARMIlllto

Ii
+ (31Pull ring $ - Ilulls tlm I)Insto fr¢,lltringI)inandstlrt

_erml IN_ry timer

, F_:,_r.o I';. Armln/, ::equenc_ for Hn

iiI LZI'E t,xplo',',iv,'l,+n;kuP".

, (From Lauderdale et al, t976b)

):i

• °. +_ . .....
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I the amplifiers for the differences in the gains and

"_I gener_tsr constants.

! The Explosive Packages (EP). An EP (Figure 151 from

' Lauderdale et al, 1976b) was activated by removing three

I_ pull pins. Removal of the first pull pin activated the

'i SAFE/ARM slide timer. Removal of the second pull pin

I released the SAFE/ARM slide from its constrained SAFE

) position. Removal of the third pull pin removed a

constraint on the firing pin and activated the thermal

battery timer.

The eight EP's were placed on the lunar surface by the

I Apollo-l? astronauts at various locations _Figure 141 from
!

Cooper etal, 1974), and were identical except for the 1

amount of char_es (weighing from 57 grams to 2722 grams,

Table 71 from Cooper and Kovach, 1975) and the preset

runout time of the timers. The farther the distance,

the larger the amount of explosive used. The geophone/

source distances (Table 71 from Cooper and Kovach, 1975)

__ ranged from 101 m (GP 2-EP 8) to 2870 m (GP 4-EP 1).

Log Compression,

The seismic data from the geophones were sampled

every 1.9 msec and 8.5 msec (which correspond to Nyquist

frequencies of approximately 265 Hz and 59 Hz) for the ASE's

and the LSPE systems, respectively (Lauderdale et al,

1976a,b). To cover a large dynamic range with only a few
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_ _ Table 7. The LSPE _eophone/_P d_stances e

(Modified from Cooper and Kovach, 1975)

Distance, m, %0 --
Explosive ,.

EP No. Weight, g GP-I GP-2 GP-3 GP-4

1 2722 2855 2758 2818 2870
2 113 327 425 371 366
3 57 242 341 288 287
4 57 269 172 215 220

5 1361 2230 2330 2290 2320
6 45_ 1195 1240 1195 lO95
7 227 800 865 810 6?2
8 113 179 101 122 112

m

t bits per sample, the seismic data were log compressed.

The analog output of the logarithmic compressor was

converted into five-bit binary data for the ASE's, and into

seven-bit binary data for the LSPE by an analog-to-digital

convertor and transmitted to the earth through the ALSEP

communication networks.

The binary data stored on the tapes had to be expanded

i Ii from the output, Vou t, of the log compressor to obtain the

actual seismic data. The relationships between the binary

levels and the outputs, Vou t, of the log compressor are

given in Table 8 (from Lauderdale et al, 1976a). For the

Apollo 14 and 16 ASE systems, Equations la and lb Rive the

relationships between the output, Vou t, and input, Vin,

voltages of the "log compressor" (Lauderdale et al, 1976a).

Vin = + exp ((Vout-V1)/V2). (la)

For binary levels 0 to 13, the "-" sign was used, and 17 to

I
:!
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_ Table 8. Apollo ASE log compression
(From Lauded-dale etal, 1976a)

The ASE has 32 binary levels for representing the
log-compressed data. Compression is linear if Vou t
is between 2.170 and 2.670 V.

Binary level Log compressor output, Yout
ml

o o.o59o6o
I .216540
2 .374020
3 .53t5oo
4 .688980

: 5 .846460
o

6 1.003940
-_° 7 1.161420

8 1.318900 Negative
9 i._76380
tO 1.633860 input signals

"> l

Ii 1.791340
;_ 12 1.948820
_" 13 2.t06300
.... 14 2.263780

15 Linear portion 2.421260 Linear portion

i_ of compressor of compressor
16 2.578740

-o_ 17 2.736220 |
_ 18 2.893700

i! 19 3.o5118ol' 20 3.208660
Positive

_l_ll ._ 21 3.366140 input signals

3.681100
3.838580

25 3.996060

/I I 26 4.153540
27 4.311020

• 28 4.468500
29 4.625980
30 4.783460
31 4.940940

........... " ........ 00000001 -- TS (
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31, the "+" sign was used! and

Vin = (Vout-2.420)/V 3 (lb)

for binary levels 14. 15, and 16.

The values of V1, V2, and V3 for the Apollo ASE

systems are _iven in Table 9 (from Lauderdale et al, 1976a).

For example, if the binary level is 2? for Geophone I of the

Apollo 16 ASE, then the true input voltage is

Vin = exp ((4.311020-4.55779)/0.267730)

= 0.3978 volts

For the Apollo LSPE system, the logarithmic compressor

I: has the function (from Lauderdale et al, 1976b)

rout = !M In IVinl .b

where V: voltage

M=--constant which determines the slope of the

transfer function

b= is specified by the DC offset of the compressor

output and the system noise level

The values of M and b are determined by calibration

of the system to provide at least 6% accuracy of the data

referenced to the level of the input signal.

k
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G CHAPTER IV. DATA ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATIONS

°Ie OF APOLLO lg AND 16 ASE'S

The ASE data are obtained-from, 1) an astronaut-

i_ activated thumper (thirteen thumper shots for the Apollo Ig

ASE and nineteen thumper shots for Apollo 16's), 2) three
T'

mortar-launched grenades for the Apollo 16's, and 3) three

i11 grenade launchings for the Apollo 16's. The geophone/L:

thumper-source distances are increased, in increments of

4.57 m, from 0 m up to 91.4g m (Table 2t page 29). The
'I

_ amount of charge used for the thumper shots is not known.
/

The three grenades of the Apollo 16 ASE are launched, i_

sequence of 2-4-3, to distances of 900 m, 150 m, and 300 m, :

respectively. Grenade 1, planned for a launch distance of

1500 m, was not launched because the angle Sensor went

off scale. The geophone/source distances ranged from

61.87 m to i017.42 m, and the explosive charges weighed

from 45 grams to 454 grams for the grenades and from

ii i0 grams to 42 grams for the thrusts of the grenadelaunchings (Table 3_ page 25). The three grenade

_ launchings had the same distances to Geophones I (14 m),
2 (50 m), and 3 (95 m).

L
I "

:;.._ De_litchin_i

_ The lunar seismograms from the Apollo ASE thumper shots

and grenades show severe "glitches". Most are almost

!_)
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i uniformly spaced and of uniform amplitude at binary level 2?'_i but others are of varying amplitudes and locations in

Geophone 1, while extraneous random _litches exist In the

data for Geophones 2 and 3 for both Apollo 1. and 16 ASE'_.

Figure 16 shows three representative traces of the raw

data from the Apollo 1. and 16 ASE thumper shots and

grenades. These data are from the tenth thumper shot and the

geophone/source distances are 50.29 m, ".57 m, and 41.1_ m

to Geophones 1 (GP 1), 2, and 3, respectively. The thumper
firing time is 1.21 seconds after the beginnings of the

traces. The data show that there are glitches throughout

the recordsl they are recognized by the fact that they are

_:I of short duration -- generally, only one sample value --

i °_/:' and have values which are inconsistent with the preceding

ij_ill and/or following sample values. Figure 17 shows another

!_Ii three traces of raw data. These data are from the second

grenade launching of the Apollo 16 ASE. The geophone/source

distances are 14 m, 50 m, and 95 m to Geophones i, 2, and 3,

respectively. The grenade launching time is approximately

0.60 seconds after the beginning_ of the traces. Figure 17

• than there are for the ASE thumper shots (see Figure 16)

and grenades. Furthermore, no glitches are found in the

grenade launching data for the second and third geophones.

The first data-improving operation performed is to go

i through the data by hand and remove the extraneous values

I

?
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Figure 16. Representative raw data which is from
the tenth thumper shot of Apollo 16
ASE. The geophone/source distances
are 50.29 m, 4.57 m, and 41.14 m to
Geophones 1 (GP I), 2, and 3,
respectively. The firin_ time is
1.21 seconds after the beginnings
of the traces.
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Figure 17. Representative raw data which is from
•,- the second grenade launchi_ of Apollo
} 16 ASE. The geophone/source distances
k

ii are 14 m, 50 m, and 95 m to Geophones
1 (GP 1), 2, and 3, respectively.
The firing time is 0.64 seconds after

_I_ the beginnings of the traces.
_L
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and replace them by vslue_ interpolated from nelghborinf i
!

values. A degLitching program is not used in this process f

becausel I) there are relatively few glitches (excludin_

I%), 2) the coarseness of th_ amplitude values precludes

automatic, computer interpolation, and 3) a criteria is
. used to identify and correct the bad sample valuesl that is,

we chanye the value of the binary level of the bad sample

" by one bit and this makes its amplitude consistent with

the preceding and/or following sample values. The results

of the "deglitching" process is shown in Figure 18 for

the same traces shown in Figure 16. The seismic traces

are smoother and much clearer than before.

Amplitude Spectrum Analyses and Filtering,

For the ASE thumper shots, the inconsistency of the

amplitude spectra is observed. The spectra shown in this

section are taken from approximately the first one

second, 512 sample points, of the data after the firing

time. Figure 19 shows the amplitude spectrum from the

second geo)hone of the tenth thumper shot of the Apollo 16

ASE. The geophone/source distance is 4.57 m. Most of the

energy of the signal is concentrated between approximately

10 Hz and 40 Hz. There are two peaks in the amplitude

spectrum (with amplitudes of approximately 0.6 and 0.5) at

' " ...... " '...... ....... ....... " 00000001 -TSGO9
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Figure 18. Representative of deglitched dataof the ASE. It is from the tenth

thumper shot of Apollo 16 ASE.
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1

about 18 Hz and 33 Hz, respectively. The noise level

_ (with amplitude of approximately 0.1) i_ reached at

i!i" frequencies _rester than 90 Hz. Figure 20 shows the• amplitude spectrum from the first peophone of the

'i. seventeenth thumper shot of the Apollo 14 ASE.
!
I

I. The geophone/source distance is 18.29 m. The energy of

the signal is still concentrated but harmonically
distributed between approximately i0 and 40 Hz. The

maximum amplitude (at 18 Hz) is approximately 87% that of

the maximum amplitude in Figure 19.

The amplitude spectra of the ASE _renades and grenade

launchings show more consistency than those of the ASE

thumper shots. The amplitude spectrum has the broadest

frequency band (approximately from 4 to 30 Hz) for the

shortest geophone/source distance, 61.87 m! namely, the

signal at Geophone 3 of Grenade 4. In general, the

frequency band of the signal narrows when the geophone/

( source distance increases, both the maximum amplitude and

the frequency band shift toward lower frequencies. The
t

:_ longer the distance the seismic waves travel, the more

_ high frequency components the moon filters out. For

example, the amplitude spectrum of the signal from Geophone

3 for Grenade 3, whose geophone/source distance is 353.26 m,

has a frequency band from about 7 Hz to 25 Hz and a maximum

amplitude at about 17 Hz. The frequency band of the signal 1i

from Geophone I for Grenade 2, which has the largest i

geophone/source distance (1017.42 m), is from about 5 Hz to





_ 20 Hz, and its maximum amplitude is at about 11 Hz.

I To improve the S/N ratio, the ASE data
thumper are

1 bandpass filtered by a four-pole, antl-aliaaed, Butterworth

! filter with -3 dB frequencies at about 3 Hz and 66 Hz

. 1(0.01 fn and 0.25 f respectively where fn_265 Hz is the ]
(_ n' ' ,

,_ Nyqulst frequency). The ASE grenade and _renade launching 1

1 data are bandpass filtered by a similar Butterworth filter

'_ with -3 dB frequencies at 3 Hz and _0 Hz (0.01 fn and

0.15 fn' respectively). The Butterworth filter (Oppenheim

and Schafer, 1975) has the properties, I) the amplitude
)

i response is maximally flat in the passband and 2) theOo approximation is monotonic in the passband and stopband.

1 %he amplitude, A(n), and the phase, @(n), functions of a i

2N-point version of a Butterworth bandpass filter are,

A(n) = ((I+B4)(I �l�Ä�È�-½

@(n) = tan -1 (_C/(l-C2))-tan -1 (/_B/(I-B2)) I

where B=tan (n_'/2N+l)/tan (_ fn/2fH)

i_ C=tan (_'fn/2fL)/tan (n)7"/2N+I)

i fH and fL z are the high and low cutoff
frequencies, respectively.

i 2Nn= O, i, 2, ..... , -i

/If These improve the S/N _'
ra.lo significantly.

.,_. Representative results are shown in Figure 21 (compare with

_I Figure 18). The traces are smoother, and the high frequency

,, noise and the low frequency characteristic have been

eliminated.
I'

i

}.
i,
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Figure 21. Representative of the bandpass
filtered ASE data. It is from
the tenth thumper shot of
Apollo 16 ASE.
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.'if-- While a high S/N ratio exists for the shortest ASE

thumper distance (4.57 m, GP 2! Figure 21), the S/N ratios

,t_' for the other two traces in Figure 21 are so low that it
is difficult, if not impossible, to pick the first arrivals

i "_ or to measure their amplitudes. The low S/N ratio at

larger distances is caused by the decrease of the first-

arrival amplitudes. Kovach et al (1972) also indicate

that the onsets become emergent when the separations are

larger than 15 m and the determination of the signal onsets

from the background noise is difficult for the Apollo 14

and 16 ASE thumper shots for separations greater than 45 m.

Consequently, large uncertainties arise when picking

i!_I' traveltimes for greater separations. Furthermore, there

_ is strong noise throughout the data for the third geophone

of Apollo IZ_ASE thumper shots. Strong reveberations exist

in the data of thumper shots I through 7 for the second

oonoooon
onsets can not be determined with any accuracy for these

data. Also, the amplitudes of the first arrivals of Apollo

. 16 ASE thumper shots are smaller than those of Apollo 14's

at the same geophone/source distances.

There is little noise in the grena(We launching data.

__Ii. However, the onsets on the third geophone (95 m) of all the

} grenade launchings are still too low to determine first-
(

1 arrival times. The traveltimes of the first arrivals are

i expected to be the same at each f,eophone for these three
t,

*/._,_
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• t
. grenade launchings because they have the same geophone/

f source distance to each geophone. But we find a maximum of
_' 57 msec difference in the traveltimes between Grenade

Launchings 2 and g. The traveltime differences might be

caused by the difficulties in recording the initiations of

the launchings. For the ASE grenade data, the first

arrivals at all three geophones merge into the backfround

noise so that the traveltimes of the first arrivals can

not be determined.

Stackin_ and AmDlifyinA"

:i// To further improve the data. those traces which havethe same F,eophone/source distances were stacked together.

['_: The stacking would be destructive to the noise and

- constructive to the signal because of the randomness of

nororoocnoornoosignal. Consequently, stacking the traces for equal

separations will increase the amplitude of the signal by

i:k_ the number of traces stacked while the noise will increase

i_i_,_ by the square root of the same number. This gives a S/N

ratio improvement equal to the square root of the number

' ) of traces stacked.

-i_i::_• For the ASE thumper-shot data, those traces which have
....i_
:o_ the same _eophone/source distances are listed in Table iO.

iI The numbers listed on the right-hand side of the table areo the thumper-shot numbers which have the given separations at

........... --- _...........:-.... ' _ '_"_ 2-TSBO'
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their left. However, those thumper shots with an asterick

above their numbers (ten are from the Apollo 14 ASE and one

is from the Apollo 16's) have such high noise levels that

they were not used in stacking. The number of traces

stacked are given in the second column of Table 10. There

are between 2 and 7 traces with the same separations for

the ASE thumper shots. The stacking would give S/N

improvements between_/2 and v/_. The stacked data are then

amplified so that they are plotted at almost full scale for

each stacked trace. This helps us pick the first arrivals.

The amplifications used are given in the third column of

Table 10.

Figure 22 shows the results of the stacked, filtered,

and amplified profile of Apollo 14 and 16 ASE thumper shots.

Remember that the thumper firing time is 1.21 seconds

the geophone/source separation between traces is about

i 4.57 m. The first arrivals could be determined easily

i_, and accurately for separations up to 32.0 m.

i arrivals on the profile which suggests that the continuous
velocity variation model might be the better one. If the

- , velocities increase in a stepwise fashion, the traveltime

_I curve of the first arrivals on the profile will then be

i! straight lines. However, it was still not possible to pick
. first-arrival times for distances greater than 32.0 m.

i"i
i

,o
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The stacked profiles and the single geophune profiles)

'jl of Apollo I_ and 16 ASE thumper shots are compared with the

I results of the stacked profile of the Apollo 14 and 16 ASE

i;_ thumper shots. If there are any significant differences
L,

! in the velocity structures at these two slt_s, the results

of these profiles will show the differences. Little1

°/,, difference is found.

6,
"'Ji

_:jl_ Traveltime Variationsz

" Using Kaufman's (1953) result, a -,elocity function

with depth, _, given by V(z)=Vo(Z/Zo )n has a traveltime

function, t(x), with separation, x, given by

t(x)= cxm/Vo

where c is a constant, m equals l-n, and Vo is the velocity

at a depth of zo. The above equation also represents the.

,I., traveltime/separation function of the direct waves for

±if the h°m°gene°us and layered m°del (m=l)s where c/V°=I/V'

and V' is the constant velocity of the surface layer.

_ The slope of the traveltime data plotted on a log t

_Ii (trave ltime )versus log. (geophone/source separati on 1

. graph would determine the exponent, m.

_i_ The traveltime data of the first arrivals measured

li' from the Apollo 14 and 16 ASE stacked profiles for

Ii_ separations up to 32.0 m are listed in Table 11 (from Gangi
°I/ and Yen, 1979). The questionable data are given a weight

k

i
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,_ of one quarter that of the high-S/N datal the Vo s are

calculated from the slopes of the least-square-fitted

straight lines and extrapolated to zoo1 km. However, the

Vo at a depth of Zo= I km does not imply that the powdered

layer would extend to I km. The Vo at i km is, for

convenience, a constant of reference used to characterize

the velocity model. The depth, zo, can be chosen at any

other depth, say z1, then the Vo's in Table 11 will be

multiplied by Zl"1/6. Table 11 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979)

shows a greater variation of the reference velocities,

V 's, than of the slopes. The reference velocitiesO

vary between 430 m/sec and 630 m/sec while the slopes

vary between 0.74 and 0.80. While the measured slopes are

variable, they are all consistently lower than m=l-n=l,

the value that would be obtained for the homogeneous and

layered model. They tend to the value predicted by the

self-compacting-powder model: namely, m_i-I/6=0,833.

The traveltimes of the first arrivals calculated

for the Kovach and Watkins models (1973) at the Apollo 14

and 16 landing sites are tabulated in Columns A and B of

_I Table 11 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979). There are not large

o differences between the measured traveltimes and the

i calculated traveltimes. However, the biggest d_fferences

_li_ between t_e Kovach and Watkins models and the measured

1_. values occur at the smallest separations. They assumed

_ that the traveltimes at zero separations are zeros, and
I

/i
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I they fitted most of the data points simply by foroing the-_ least-squared traveltime curves to pass through the zero

I
separations (Figure 2, page 5).

I In stacking, we assume that the separations are

exactly the same for each trace. Stacking should

improve the S/N ratio by the square root of the number of

traces stacked. However, the S/N improvement obtained

from the stacked data is not that expected theoretically.

This might be due _o the time offsets introduced into the

individual traces by differences in separations and small

differences in elevations at the source and receiver

locations. Figure 23 shows the second geophone profile i

of the Apollo 14 ASE thumper data (the firing time is i

_ approximately 1 21 seconds after the beginnings of the_%, • ;

traces). Thumper shots 14, 15, and 16 of Apollo 1_ ASE

: (corresponding to separations of 13.71 m, 18.29 m, and

' 22.86 m, respectively) misfired. Notice that some good

first arrivals can be found at separations greater than

32.0 m (Figure 23). However, strong reveberations exist

,_ in the data of thumper shots 1 through 7; the first

arrivals could be detected but the accuracy of the onset

determinations is very questionable.

In Table 12, the traveltime data from the first and

second geophone profiles of Apollo 14 ASE thumper shots

up to 45.72 m are tabulated; that is, traveltimes from

thumper shots 11 through 21 are listed except for those

" " O0000002-TSB11
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Table !2. Measured and calculated travaltimes of
the first arrivals.

Traveltime, msec

Separation, m Measured i Calculated

GP I GP 2 A B

4.5? 53 53 53 52

9.Z4 9_ 9_ 95 93
13.71 i32 - 132 131

18.29 164 - 168 166
22.86 - - 20i 200

27.43 - 230 234 233

32.00 - 260 *259 *259

36.58 ? 276 "277 "277

41.14 ? 293 *295 *295

45.72 312 315 "313 "313

Slope 0.82 + 0.82 0.833

V1 , m/sec 254 +? 25# 254

§ _easured from the first and second geophone
profiles of Apollo 14 ASE. Data are filtered
between 20 and 40 Hz.

A For V=373(z/ze) 0'18 in the surface powder la_er
overlying a homo£eneous medium with VI=254 m/see

B For V=345(z/z.) I/6 in the surface powder layer i
overlying a homogeneous medium with V1=254 m/see

* Refracted first arrivals
- Misfire
? Noisy data
t Least-square fitted, for separations less than 30 m.
t+ Least-square fitted, for separations between

32.0 m and 45.72 m, inclusive.
** The thickness of the powder layer is II m.

............... 00000002-TS
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misfired. Beyond those separations, the first arrivals

are ambiguous. The third-geophone profile of Apollo-14

ASE thumper shots is not used because of the low S/N ratio.

On a linear t_:nveltime/separation plot (Figure 24), the

first arrivals show a smooth curve up to approximately

30 m! no straight line could be fitted to those data

points which would pass through the origin in the same

time. It strongly suggests that the power-law velocity

model might be a more suitable representative for the

velocity structure on the very shallow lunar crust.

Beyond 30 m, a straight line is observed. Those data

points are assumed to be associated with refracted waves

from the second layer which is assumed to be homoFeneous
-½

with a constant velocity of 254 m/sec. However, the

velocity in the second layer is still questionable because
L .

there only are five data points and uncertainties increase

I in the data at larger separations.
4

_ The log/log traveltime plot for the single geophone

profiles of Apollo 14 ASE thumper shots is shown in

Figure 25 along with the least-square-fitted line with a

slope of 0.82. It can be seen from the figure that the

straight line is an excellent fit to the data. The

reference velocity, Vo=373 m/sec, is evaluated from the

slope of the least-square-fitted line and the time

intercept at x=l m. If the exponent of the traveltime

function, t(x)=cxm/Vo (where x is in meters), is 0.82,

O0000002-TSB14
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Figure 24. Theoretical and measured traveltime curves.

Measured data are obtained from the first
and second geophone profiles of Apollo 14
ASE thumper shots 11 through 21. Direct
waves are in dashed line. Refracted waves
are in dot-dashed line. Reflected waves
are in solid line.
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] Figure 25. Least-square-fitted traveltimes in io_/Io_-- _

I oro ooprofiles of Apollo 14 ASE thumper shots
for separations up to 27.43 m.
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c eqltals 5.77. Howe_er, the slope of the least-square-

fitted line is almost identical to the value, m=I-I/6=0.833,

p:redicted by the self-compacting-powder model that the

one-sixth power velocity variation is very possible.

Using Kaufman's (1953) result, a velocity function with

depth, z, given by

V(z)= Vo(Z/Zo)t/6

has a traveltime function, t(x), with separation, x,

given by

t(x)= 1.2(ZS)Tzo/S)l/6xS/6/vo. (2)

A least-squares fit of this function to the measured

traveltimes gives Vo=345 m/sec. The theoretical traveltime

curve of the direct waves with Vo=345 m/sec fits the data

points very well (Dashed linel Figure 24, page 60).

If this is the velocity model for the very shallow

lunar crust, we can derive the traveltime equations for

the refracted and reflected waves. That is, we assume

there is a one-sixth power velocity variation o£ a self-

compacting-powder layer on the lunar surface with a

reference velocity of 345 m/sec at i km and a thickness

of H overlying a homogeneous layer with a constant

velocity of 254 m/sec. For the traveltime equation, tR,

of the refracted waves, we have

_i_ tR = x/V1+(ZoVtS/_Vo6)F(Oc) (3)

= x/V1*t o

where x, separation

' "'" ° 00000002 TSC03
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" _i, Vo, reference velocity of the powder layer

qf
at Zo=1 km

VI, constant velocity of the homogeneous layer

i"i_, F(@c ) = 3@c-Sin @cc°s @c(3*2sin2 @c-8Nin_ @c )
@c' critical anglel where sin @c=(Vo/V1)(H/Zo )I/6

H, thickness of the powder layer

to, intercept time

.... The thickness, H=11 m, of the powder layer is calculated

from the Vo, VI, and to using the fixed-point iterative

'" method (see, for example, Conte and de Boor, 1972, page _4).

The maximum separation for the direct waves is
' o

°o x=5.89H=64.8 m (Oangi, 1972).

The traveltime equation of the reflected waves must

be expressed in a parametric form. That is, the traveltlme

and separation relationships, tr(p) and Xr(P), for the

reflected waves are (in terms of the ray parameter, p,

_i which is given by the Snell's law, p=sin @(z)/V(z))
i I tr(P ) = (3Zo/2pVo2)(3a4sin-1 (b/a)-(3a2+2b2)bc)

, Xr(P) = (Zo/4)(15a6sin "1 (b/a)-(15ag 8bg)bc)

(#)

where a = 1/pVo

b = (H/Zo)I/6

_, c = (aS-b2)_"

= ((X/PVoI2-(H/Zo)i/3)i
The theoretical traveltimes for the refracted and reflected

waves, dot-dashed and solid lines, respectively, are also

..... °/:' " 00000002:TSC04



Figure 26. Velocity structure at the Apollo 14 landing
site.

shown in Figure 24 (page 60) based on the values found.

Figure 26 shows the velocity model at the Apollo 14

landing site. Notice that the velocity at the lunar

surface, z=O m, is zero based on the velocity function,

and the thickness of the second layer, the homogeneous

layer, is unknown. However, whether the second layer

is homogeneous is still unknown.

For the first geophone profile of Apollo 16 ASE, the

first arrivals can be picked for separations up to 18.29 m

and, with difficulty, for 2?.43 m (see Table 13).

After 27.43 m, the first arrivals are buried in the noise.

The slopes (see Table 13) of the least-square-fitted lines

are, again, lower than that predicted by the Kovach and

Watkins model (1973). For the three single-geophone
/

2_ profiles, the variation of the reference velocities is

"° ....." " " " " _: ...... "..... 00000002 TSC05



Table 13. Traveltimes measured from single geophone
profiles of Apollo 16 ASE thumper shots.
Data are filtered between 20 and 40 Hz.

Traveltime, msec

Separation, m
GP 1" GP 2t GP 3t

457 57 58
914 98 94 89

13.71 128 121
18.29 155 145 151
22.86 - 185? 189

27.43 201 - 196?

Slope 0.65 0.71 0.71

Vo, m/sec 1059 773 789

* Thumper shots 12 through 19

Thumper shots 1 through II
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iI

greater than that of the slopes! the values of the

reference velocities vary from 1059 m/see to 773 m/sec.

The values of the reference velocities are almost doubled

or tripled that of Apollo 14 ASE. The slopes of the

least-square-fitted line vary from 0.65 to 0.71.

Empirically speaking, the velocity variation on the lunar

surface at the Apollo 16 landing site tends to the fourth-

root velocity variation rather than the sixth-root velocity

variation. However, if we also assume that the velocity

variation on the lunar surface at the Apollo 16 landing

site is one-sixth power, a least-squares fit of the

traveltime function (Equation (2), page 62) for the direct

waves to the measured traveltimes gives Vo=357 m/sec.

The traveltimes for the Apollo 16 ASE grenade

launchings are tabulated in Table 14. Notice that there

is a maximum time offset of 57 msec between Grenade

Launchings 2 and 4. The time offsets between the other

two pairs of grenade launchings are approximately 30 msec.

T The same traveltimes are expected at each geophone

because the geophone/source separations are the same.

Furthermorep the first arrivals for Grenade Launchings 3

i_, and 4 at Geophone 3 are _,_,detectable, and the first

_- arrival at Geophone 3 of Grenade Launching 2 is also

questionable because of the extremely low amplitudes.

Based on the previous knowledge obtained, we assume that

the direct waves are the first arrivals at Geophone i (14 m)

• " 00000002 TSCO
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• ii1 Table 14. Traveltimes measured from grenade
I: launchin_s of Apollo 16 ASE. Data

are filtered between 3 and 40 Hz.
i j ,j

Grenade Traveltime, msec

Launching

Number GP 1(14 m) GP 2(50 m) GP 3(95 m)

2 177 359 508?

3 151 338 -

4 121 302 -

while the refracted waves are the first arriwLls at

Geophones 2 (50 m) and 3 (95 m). We find the velocity,

302 m/sec, of the refracted waves from the traveltime data

of the second and third geophones of the second grenade

launching.

An attempt was made to correlate the grenade launching

data with the results of the thumper-shot data of

Apollo 16 ASE. Using the reference velocity, 357 m/sec, of

the powder layer and holding the traveltime differences

among those at the geophones of the grenade launching to be

the same, we correct the traveltime at Geophone i for

}
Grenade Launching 2 to 129 msec, determine the intercept

time of the refracted waves to be 145 msec and find the

thickness, H=12 m, of the (surface) powder layer.

It is of some interest to notice that the deviations of the

! i velocity structures between the Apollo 14 and 16 landing

i sites are within 16%! namely, 4% for the reference

1:

! ,

i 1,

., * ,
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i ii_j_'_ velocity, 8% for the thickness of the powder layer, and

] 16% for the constant velocity of the homogeneous layer.
i

_ However, it is not surprising that a larger deviation occur

for the constant velocity of the homogeneous layer because

we essentially have only two data points to be interpreted

for the constant velocity of the refracted waves, and the

one at Geophone 3 of Apollo 16 ASE grenade launching is

very questionable because of the extremely low amplitude

of the first arrivals. If we let the constant velocity, V 1,

of the homogeneous layer be either 302 m/sec or 254 m/sec

and vary the reference velocity, Vo, of the powder layer

from 300 to 420 m/sec, we find the depth varies from 11

to 13 m and 9 to 10 m, respectively (Table 15).

Amplitude Variations,

The amplitudes of the first arrivals for separations

up to 32.0 m are measured from the profiles. The

measurements of the amplitudes for the ASE data are more

difficult than that of the traveltimes. These difficulties

_,' (summarized by Gangi and Yen, 1979) are caused by, I) the

,. coarseness of the amplitude sampling, 2) the variabilities

of the thumper-shot strengths, 3) the variabilities of

the geophone siting and coupling, and 4) the low S/N ratio

for larger separations. However, the interpolating effect

of the Butterworth bandpass filter reduces the coarseness

of the amplitude data, the stacking reduces the i
i

'11,

i
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Table 15. Calculated values of the intercept time,

TO , and their related depth, H.

T1 Vo, Vi=302 m/sec V1=254 m/see
i

msec m/sec TO , msec H, m TO , msec H, m

150 300 169 11 137 9

139 330 155 11 I__J 96

128 360 144 12 112 £
118 390 134 12 102 10

_ _ 110 420 126 13 94 10

TlS %raveltime at Geophone I based on the Vo on
its right

To_ intercept time, if we assume a V1 given on
above it

) AT,_=182 msec! traveltime difference between the

I _ f_rst arrivals at Geophones I and 2
AT_=149 msecl traveltlme difference between the

_ first arrxvals at Geophones 2 and 3

I
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_ variabilities of the shot strengths and the geophone

P 'fi .... sensitivities. The amplitude data, again, are plotted on

a Jog/log graph and compared with the amplitude/separation

variation predicted by the two models.

Since the thumper shots give primarily vertical

forces and the geophones are vertically oriented, the

amplitude function of the direct arrivals for the
I

homogeneous and layered model is given by i

A(x) = Ao(X/Xo )-2 !

for small separation (see, for example, White, 1965,

_.i' page 215), while the amplitude/separation variation for

the power-law-velocity model is estimated to be (Gangi and

Yen, 1979)

A(x) = Ao(X/Xo )-(13"s)/12 , s>l (5)

where s is a measure of the source radiation pattern in

i_io_I' the vertically inhomogeneous medium. The decrease of the

!_ I" amplitude with separation of the direct waves in the

_I powder-layer model is less than that in the homogeneous

• I and layered model.

The measured amplitudes along with the slopes of the

_'-- least-square-fitted lines are given in Table 16 (from Gangi

and Yen, 1979). Both the amplitudes for the single geophone

o:_ profiles and the stacked profiles are given in the table.

_-.,!i Measurements are made on the data that have been bandpass
/I

/:, filtered with -3 dB frequencies of 3 to 66 Nz and 20 to

40 Hz. Notice that there is a great deal of scatter in the

' :": "....... 00000002 TSC1



Table 16. Amplitude data (arbitrary units)

(From Gangl and Yen, 1979) I

A. _Jp_md: _ I
i i i i s i m i J

x (m.) 14-1+ 14-2(1) j 14.34 14.Ev 16.14 10"2(3) 6 16"3+ 16"E] 14,16"ZI I

Ii4.$7 4.62 3.91 4.68 4.19 S.82 S,34 4.0g 3.gs

g.14 3.11 2.08 ? 3.36 1.43 .76 3.17 .82 1.16
i

]3.71 1.13 * ? 1.13 .81 .32 .34 .31 .40

18.29 .52 * e .52 .$6 .45 .42 .26 ._

22.86 * * * * ? .187 .237 ? ?

27.43 * .15 .17 .17 .13 ? .18? .10 .07

.00 * .107 * .107 ? ? ? .19? ?

Slope -l.SS -1.83 -2.1S -1.78 -1.?? -2.01 -2.01 -1.97 -2.04

B. Bandi_Lssed: 20-40HZ

x (m.) 14-1" 14-2(1) $ |4-$ _ 14-EI 16.1 + 16.2(3) j 16.3 + 16.zl

4.S7 2.38 2.17 2.6S 2.26 - 2.94 2.48 2.34

9.14 l.?S .93 1.49 1.7S .66 .39 1.70 .44

13.71 .56 * .22 .56 .38 .207 ? .17

28.29 .24 * * .24 .29 .22 .21 .13

_i 22.86 * * * * ? ? .11 ?

27.43 * .13 .OS .0_ .06 ? .10 .OS

i 32,00 * ? * ? ? ? ? ?

Slol:e o].G3 -1.59 -2.34 -1.87 -2.07 -1.98 -2.00 -2.08

+ I
... i14-I me.ms Geo_ne I, Apollo-14 ASE, etc. _ 14-E marts sr_.ked traces, Apollo-14 A_

mZStlFeO ShOt; -, !10I_Ot liVlillIDle| T, low _/N FIJt|o.
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Ii _ta. Some of it is because of the variabilities of the

_ shot strengths and geophone sitings, while some is due

Ii to the low S/N ratio and the coarseness of the amplitude

Ili sampling. Flgure 27 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979) shows a
,!,, representative amplitude plot (for Geophone 3, Apollo 16

!i ASE). While all the data are well fitted

L_

by the straight

I line with a slope of -2.01 in the figure, the two
largest

i: amplitude data, which have the highest S/N ratio, suggest
A

._ a lower slope.

_I_ Table 16 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979) shows the slopes
I

_! for the fairly good data lie between -1.5 and -2.5.

1 The slopes are closer to the slope predicted by the
f

: Ii homogeneous and layered model than that predicted by the

I _ powder-layer model. However, the slopes predicted by

.I! these two models are made on the following assumptions,
L

__, 1) all the thumper sources are of equal strength, 2) all

f• . the geophones are equally coupled and oriented to the

i lunar surface, 3) there is no attenuation, 4) there is noenergy loss by conversion of P-wave energy into S-wave

" __ energy, and 5) there are no scatterers in the lunar

_i regolith. The first two effects would increase the-o scatter in the data, while the latter three effects would

iI'l_ decrease the amplitudes. Therefcre, the two predictedslopes should be considered as upper bounds on the measured
|

1 data. However, energy loss does exist when seismic waves

( propagate through a medium. The energy loss is called

li the attenuation or absorption. In genera]., the attenuation

I

"' 4

.) • , ,
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SOURCE/GEOPHONE SEPARATION (rn.)

Figure 27. Log/log plot of the amplitudes
versus separations.
(From Gan_i and Yen, 1979)
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in a medium is an exponential function with distance

(see, for example, Dobrin, 1976, page 39) as follows

- A(x) = Aox'ne-_X

where C_ is the coefficient of attenuation. Using the

i
amplitude data cf the third geophone profile of Apollo 16

ASE thumper shots, we find (also see Figure 28)

Ao = 71.66

n = 1.463
s

= 0.047 m"1

For the powder-layer model, the exponential factor, -n,

results in a negative value for s which contradicts the

condition s >1 (also see Equation (5), page 70). However,

the exponential factor, -n, is close to but less negative

than the slopes shown in Table 16, and the predicted

values for the powder-layer model and the homogeneous and

layered model are treated as upper bounds on the measured

data. This value, -n=-1.463, seems to favor the powder-

layer model. Figure 28 shows that the amplitude decreases

1 exponentially at larger separations, while the factor

li x -n dominates the amplitude variation at small separations.

2!I Velocity-Spectrum Analyses,
)

1
-! The velocity-spectrum technique used in this research

o/ was pioneered by Taner and Koehler, (1969). The semblance

I' of the velocity spectrum shows the power of the signals

i arriving at different vertical two-way traveltime, to, over
I-,
r
i_.
i

" " "......... 00000002-TSD01
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Figure 28. Amplltud_, a Ltenuation with _eparntion.
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a spectrum of (assumed) root-mean-squared (RMS) velocities,

!_ V. This technique is used to search for the parameters of

the (assumed) velocity model for the direct, reflected,

and refracted waves by delaying and summing the traces

along a profile. The delay is computed on the basis of

the (assumed) velocity model and the maximum amplitude

for the sum over a time window is obtained when a proper

velocity model is used. That is, the semblance is

calculated for the digitized data by

Jo+N M
Z (ZA-.) 2

Sto,"tv)= J=Jo i=i_
Jo+N M (6)

M Z 2
J=Jo i=i i_

where Aij is the amplitude of the j-th sample point of the

i-th trace on the profile, M is the number of the traces,

and N is the width of the time window. The sampling

point, Jo' in the i-th trace is obtained by

Jo = INT( T(to,V,Xi)/at ) (7)

where to is the vertical two-way traveltime or the

.... intercept time, _ is the RMS velocity, Xi is the geophone/

source separation for the i-th trace, &t=1.89 msec/sample

i_ is the sampling interval, INT represents INTEGER in

:_ computer language, and T is the traveltime function based

on the (assumed) velocity model and the event of interest.

The velocity spectrum is generated by measuring the

semblance, using Equation (6), for various to and _.

° _ " " " ' ........ 00000002 TSD0:



i "_! An intercept time, to, is chosen and the semblance is

calculated for V, which varies (in increments of &V) from

Vmin to Vmax. The intercept time is then increased in

increments of Ato and the same procedure is repeated.

The maximum semblance value will occur at the values of

to and V associated with the travel-timecurve of the

ii event (Figure 29, from Taner and Koehler, 1969). The

semblance value of the velocity spectrum is also related

to the S/N ratio in the data. The amplitude, Aij, in

Equation (6) consists of both the signal, sij, and the

noise, nij, so that Equation (6) can be rewritten as

i_._!Ii Jo +N M .+n ))2(.Z (si_ ij
J=Jo I=1

_i M _ (_i.+n'_2

J=Jo i_ _ lj

M 2 2s

_ J_+N J +N 'M'

:,_ u_ sI 2 + M o_ i=_1nij2,i J=Jo J: _- J=Jo

_o! where we assume that the summation of noise is zero and
)
_ the signal and noise do not correlate. Let Ps and Pn

be the average signal and noise powers, respectively, of

• the data in the time window, the above equation then

can be rewritten as
,2

i!iil
v / '

¢

, _:i_,
'.- ]
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i Ps/Pn = S/(I-S)
ll_ Notice that the maximum value of the semblance is I when

there is only signal in the time window and its minimum

value is 0 when there is no signal but noise. The S/N

i_ ratio can then be estimated by taking the square root ofPs/Pn. The semblance read on the peaks of the velocity

spectra varies from approximately 0.2 to 0.7 which

correspond to S/N ratio of 0.5 to 1.5, respectively.

The assumed velocity model based on the previous

investigation is that there is a self-compacting, powder

layer overlying a homogeneous medium. For the direct

waves, the traveltime function T(to,_,X i) of Equation (7)

(page 76) has the form

T(to V Xi) = AXIS�6 / V

where to equals zero A is a constant (also see

Equation (2), page 62), and V, in this case, is the

• reference velocity at 1 km for the powder layer. Also,

Gangi (1972) demonstrated that the traveltime, Tn, for

a ray reflected n times (the nth-surface-reflected waves)

) from the surface is

Tn = (l+n)l/6To

where TO is the traveltime of the primary direct waves.

The above equation shows that the apparent velocity of the n-

th-surface-reflected waves is equal _o the product of

(l,n) -1/6 and V for the direct waves.

•! For the reflected waves, Taner and Koehler (1969)
'I

'i

, !:

-j
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find that the traveltime equation (also see Equation (4),

page 63) can be approximated by

t(x) = (Cl+C2X2 +... )½

where o1 = al 2

C2 = al/a 2 = V-2

c3 = (a22-ala3)/4a24 .

#

e

H v2m_3 (am = 2 z)dz
0

V(z), the sixth-power velocity function

with depth

H, the depth of the powder layer

Furthermore, they conclude that the first-two-term

approximation of the above equation will converge quite

rapidly and accurately to the exact traveltime/separation

__ curve for most cases of pratical interest. The first-

.i_. two-term approximation has the same form as Dix's (1955)

_.. formula. That is,

3' T(to,V,Xi) = (to2+Xi2/ V2) _

For (n-1)-th multiply reflected waves, the above equation

_. is also valid• Its intercept time, to,n' is n times that of

the primary reflected waves, while the apparent RE velocity

's t
remains the same. The relationships among the ci , o,n'

and V can be obtained immediately as follows

Cl_ = tO, n = 2n_ H dz/V(z)0

= n(288/5)½HS/6/V °

" 00000002 TSD(.__-.. _....":...._,,'_,._ _.-_---,--'_-_-"........... _.
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c2 = 2n V(z)d 2n dz/V(z)
0 0

._, = __2n_H V(z)dz
;: to,l 0

= n(72/245)½VoHT/6/to, 1

or

H _O.493Vto,I/n

Vo_#21oVS/6(toJ_ -I/6

where to n=nto I Obviously we would expect to have the

semblance peaks at every grid point of (nto,l,V') for

the (n-1)-th multiply reflected wavesl where to, 1 and V'

are the intercept time and the (assumed) RMS velocity,

respectively, of the primary reflected waves and n is

equal to or greater than 2.

I For the refracted waves, the traveltime function
• T(to,_,X i) (also see Equation (3), page 62) is

_I_ _ T(to'V'Xi) = to+Xi/V

where V is the constant velocity, VI, of the homogeneous

1 medium. This velocity remains unchanged for the n-th

i)_ multiply refracted waves, while its intercept time is

__ n+l times that of the primary refracted waves. However,

_'l the intercept time is a transcendental function in terms

il of Vo, H, and VI. Either Vo or H has to be assumed to

_i determine the other one.A synthetic seismogram and computer program have

been used to test this velocity-spectrum technique.

: i

L
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,i_ The synthetic seismogram consists of the primary direct,
surface reflected, reflected, and refracted waves! the

j_, assumed velocity model is a powder layer, with a thickness
of I0 m and a reference velocity of 330 m/sec at a depth

of I km, overlying a homogeneous layer with a constant
I
, velocity of 250 m/sec. The geophone/source distances of

the synthetic profile are from 4.57 m, in increments of

@.57 m, to 45.7 m. The arrival signals are one and half

cycles of a sinc function with a duration of approximately

57 msec (Figure 30 (a)). Random noise is introduced in

the synthetic profile. Figure 30(b) shows a synthetic

velocity spectrum of the direct waves. The first-sur-

face-reflected waves are contained in the profile and

its reflection coefficient is 0.35. The S/N ratio is

__ii" approximately 2-.6. The solid, dot, and dash curves i

represent the semblances for time windows with durations

of approximately 19, 38, and 5? msec, respectively. The

time window, the lower the semblance value at the peak

and the wider the spread of the semblance peak. Notice

that the semblance curves shift to the right at the

neighborhood of the velocity, 330 m/see, of the primary

direct waves and shift to the left at the velocity,

/I" 29_ m/see, of the surface-reflected waves as the duration

t:" of the time window increases. These tests also show

I that interfering signals on one or more seismic traces or

I high noise may cause spurious peaks and lower the

-_ _\i.
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TIME, msec

(a)
l.S

L_

VELOCITY, m/sec

(b)

Fi_,ure 30. (a) The arrival signal which is one and
half cycles of a sinc function wi_h aP

_; duration of approximately 57 msec.
_-_ (b) _he velocity spectrum of the direct

waves for the synthetic profile• The

_ solid, dot and dash curves represent the
;_ semblances for time windows with durations
i_. of approximately 19, 38, and 57 msec,
• ' respectively
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semblance values at the peaks on the veloclty spectra.

This would explain the low semblance values and the
F

_.- spurious peaks on the veloclty spectra of the Apollo

ASE data.

Figure 31 shows a representative velocity spectrum of

second geophones profile of Apollo 14 ASE. Since the
_: ' semblance is very sensitive to the interference and

noise, only clear traces can be usedl that is, thumper

shots 12 through 21 are delayed and stacked (also see

Figure 23, page 57). The solid, dot, and dash curves,

again, represent the semblance curves for the time

windows with durations of approximately 19, 38, and

57 msec, respectively. The semblance peaks near

370 m/sec are believe to be spurious because the peak

of 19 msec time window is not stationary for the other

two time windows and the semblances drop almost by a

factor of 2 in that region. However, the semblance

curves at the neighborhoods of approximately 320 and

i 282 m/sec show similar character to that found in the

• .

synthetic velocity spectrum! that is, the curves

shift to the right and left at the neighborhoods of the

I velocities of the primary direct waves and the surface-
reflected waves, respectively, when the duration uf the

time window increases (Figure 30(b)). This similar character

suggests that the values of 320 and 282 m/sec may correspond

to the velocities of the primary direct and the first sur-

.... TSD1° " " ' 00000002- "
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I face-reflected waves, respectively• Furthermore, if the

_.,__ value of 320 m/see is the velocity of the primary direct

li_i waves, the velocity deviation between the theo.reticallyexpected value for the first surface-reflected waves end

,. ( 282 m/see is only about I%. However, the determination
J

_-1 of the velocities for higher orders other than that of the 1

first surface-reflected waves is difficult because their

apparent velocities are so close to each other that the

determination from _he velocity spectrum is impossible. ,t

Figure 32(a) and 32(b) show the synthetic velocity 4

spectra, using a 19 msec time window, for the reflection

and refraction, respectively. The expected values of

the intercept times and the RMS velocities for the

:ii' " synthetic reflected and refracted waves are 157 msec

and 130 m/see, 134 msec and 250 m/see, respectively.

- There are offsets between the locations of the expected

peaks, marked "o" and the measured peaks, marked " "! • %

found in the synthetic velocity spectra. The offsets of

o, peak locations are caused either by the interfering of

the seismic signals or the noise. However, the centers
i

,_I of the semblance contour are not far away from the

expected ones; therefore, the semblance-contour centers

_I_ for the reflected and refracted waves of Apollo ASE data

1 will be used to evaluate the parameters of the assumed

I velocity model.

i' Figure 33 shows a representative velocity spectra

i

!1'
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'i,l RMS VELOCITY, m/see

" _:,_ 1111 13 II II 1111

._
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i

_/ "o ::L' _ .6

I
h

Figure 32(a). Synthetic velocity spectrum for the
/ reflected waves using a 19 ms_.c time

; > window. The S/N ratio is 2.6. The

:i_ dot represents the measured semblancepeak and o represents the expected
".. ,! semblance peak.

/
l:

! I:.

i
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VELOCITY, m/see

!_ m : 221 2m m W m

llg

'" Figure 32(b). Synthetic velocity spectrum for
the refracted waves using a

_:=Ii" 19 msec time window.

I
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Figure 33. The velocity spectrum for the reflected
waves is from the first geophone profile
of Apollo 14 ASE usin£ a 19 msec time
window. The dots indicate the semblance

peaks and x represents the center of the
semblance contour.

I:
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for the reflected waves of the Apollo ASE data. The

velocity spectrum is from the first geophone profile of

Apollo 14 ASE using a time window of 19 msec duration.

The dots indicate the semblance peaks and x indicates the

center of the semblance contour. The contour shows a

similar character to that of the synthetic profile. The

time windows of longer duration will only broaden the

contour of the semblance peak but have similar character.

The intercept time and the RMS velocity at the contour

ce_er of the velocity spectrum are a¢ approximately

140 msec and 121 m/sec, respectively, which gives for

the thickness_ H, and the velocity, Vo, 8._ m and

318 m/sec, respectively. This independent evaluation

verifies--the reference velocity of the surface powder

_i layer, Vo, is approximately 320 m/sec.

Figure 34 shows the velocity spectrum for the

_ refracted waves which is from the second geophone profile

of Apollo 14 ASE using a time window of 19 msec duration.
,4'

The dots and x, again, represent the semblance peaks

_ and the center of the semblance contour, respectively.

There are only seven clear seismic traces on the second

geophone profile of Apollo 1_ ASE (also see Figure 23,

page 57). However, those traces with geophone/source

distances less than the critical distance can not be

used for the velocity spectrum analysis of the refracted

waves because refracted waves do not exist before the



VELOCITY, m/sec

on,.,,..._m, m, m, M..-m-a,

IM

Figure 34. The velocity spectrum for the refracted
waves is from the second geophone profile
of Apollo 14 ASE usin_ a 19 msec time
window. The dots indicate the semblance
peaks and x represents the center of the
semblance contour.
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critical distance. The critical distance is assumed to

be less than 13.71 m. That is, there are only five

available traces for this analysis of the refracted waves.

- The semblance peak is distributed in a very narrow belt

area. The region for the intercept time and refraction

velocity is from 120 msec and 213 m/sec to 135 msec and

246 m/sec, respectively. If we assume the reference

velocity of the powder layer be 320 m/sec, then the

corresponding thickness of the surface powder layer vary

from 9.0 to 9.7 m, respectively. Furthermore, the

center of the semblance contour for the refracted waves

is approximately at 128 msec and 230 m/sec which

corresponds to a thickness of %he surface powder layer

be 9.3 m.

The previous investigation in the section of

"Traveltime Variations" show that the--reference velocity

of the surface powder layer is approximately 350 m/sec.

The thickness of the powder layer is approximately 11 m.

The constant velocity of the homogeneous medium is

250 m/sec. The results of the velocity-spectrum analysis

are consistent with those values found in the previous

investigations. The differences of the reference

velocity, the thickness of the powder 18yer, and the

constant velocity of the homogeneous medium are 9.6%,

15.5%, and 8.0%, respectively. These percentages of the

differences are reasonable and possible.
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_.._ Geophone-CouDlin_ an_ Shot-Strength Variabilities,
o

An analysis of the amplitude data is made to

investigate the exponent of the amplitude variation and

the variabilities of the geophone sensitivities (in place)

and the thumper-shot strengths, if there ar_e sufficient

redundancy in the data. The amplitude variation of the

direct waves can be written in a general form both for

the constant velocity medium and for a powder-layer

medium as follows (Gangi and Yen, 1979)

I I°Aij - GiS j Xi-Xj

where ai, the sensitivity of the i-th geophone at Xi

Sj, the strength of the j-_h thumper shot at Xj

m , the exponent of the amplitude variation

! The above equation is normalized and linearized in terms
i

I_ of the relative geophone sensitivities (gi=Gi/Gi),4.

-_1, relative thumper-shot strength (sj=Sj/Sj), the exponent, m,oi

=/li!i of the amplitude variation, and an arbitrary constant by

taking the logarithm. The arbitrary constant is the product

= of the reference geophone seu_itivAty and the reference

thumper-shot strength (ao=GiSj). Minimizing the summed,

• weighted, and squared error function as a function of

, %

= those parameters (gi s, sj s, ao, and m), the above

I,, equation results in a matrix form (for details, see
h

I_' mangl and Yen, 1979)

I.
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, __ where a is a vector, whose components depend on the measuredamplitudes, the weights, and the geophone/source distances!

is a squared and symmetric matrix whose components

depend on the weights and distances while p is a vector

whose components are the unknown parameters, gl "''' sj ...0

ao, and m. We assume that the distances are measured

wi_h high accuracy and we establish the weights which

depend on the qualities of the data. Consequently, the

stability of the inverse matrix _-1 and the errors of

the vector a are established only on the accuracy of

the amplitude measurements.

The weights for the Apollo 16 ASE thumper shots

are tabulated in Table 17 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979).

Table 17 (from Gangi and Yen, 1979) shows thst 14 of 19

thumper shots give useful amplitude data and only 3

(Thumper-shots 6, 7, and 17) of these 14 thumper-shots

give first-arrival amplitude data on more than one geophone

(also see Table 16, page 71! from Gangi and Yen, 1979).

Geophone 2 and Thumper-shot 7 are used as the reference

geophone and the reference thumper-shot, respectively.

Consequently, we have six amplitude measurements (two for

each thumper-shot) to solve six unknowns ao, gl' g3' s6'

_li, Sl?, and m. The matrix equation (Equation (8)) - in terms

iI of the weights, distances, and correlated and measured

amplitudes - becomes

i '
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Table 17. Weights applied to the
measured amplitude data
of Apollo 16 ASE.
(From Gangi and Yen, 1979)

Weights, wij

Geophone No., i
Shot No., j

r i 2 3

1 0 0 0
2 0 0 1
3 0 0 i
4 o o 1
5 o o 1

7 0
8 0 1 0
9 0 1 0

10 0 i 0

11 0 0 0
12 0 1 0
13 o o o
14 -_ o o
15 o o o

16 1 0 0
17 1 ¼ o

•_ 18 1 0 0
_" 19 0 0 0

,,° /
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3,34350,oo,0o,.5,0,5-
° k I-0.211 - 1.00 0 0 1.00 2.62 _1

I

-1.164 __ - - .75 .50 0 2.39 g3 1i •

J -1.592 - - - 1.00 o 3.13 s6.]

i -0.914 i .... 1.25 3.48 Sl? I

-11.710 L ..... 30.84 m

Solving this _atrix equation, we find that the

relative geophone sensitivities and thumper-shot

strengths are

_, GI/G2 = .724

S6/S 7 = 803

$17/_7 = .8_8

I_' m = -3.57

z reason for the unreliability of the values is because of

_,:I:i the lack of redundancy and the quality of the data.
_I_
i, The 30 to 40% differences in the relative geophone

_- sensitivities are higher than that expected, but are not

too unreasonable. The 15 %o 20% variations of the relative

thumper-shot strengths are possible but larger than

expected. The values of the exponent, m, is almost

doubled compared to that of the single geophone profiles

and stacked profiles (also see Table 16, page 711 from

Gangi and Yen, 1979).

A similar treatment can not be made on the

Z
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amplitude data of Apollo 14 ASE thumper shots because

there are no correlated amplitude data for Geophones 2

and 3 of Apollo 14 ASE due to the misfires and poor

S/N ratio. Neither can it be performed on the grenade

or grenade launching data of Apollo 16 ASE due to

the difficulties in measuring their amplitudes.
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

o _ The seismic data used to determine the velocity
I.

,_{iI structure of the very shallow lunar crust are from

i thirty-two thumper shots (thirteen from the Apollo 1_

,_ ASE and nineteen from Apollo 16's) and three grenade

I

launchings of Apollo 16 ASE. The data are used to

compare two velocity modelsl namely, the homogeneous

and layered model (Kovach et al, 1971, 1972, 1974) and

the self-compacting-powder layer model (Gangi, 1972).

To cover the maximum dynamic range, the seismic

data are log compressed into thirty-two binary levels

for the ASE's which gives a coarseness to the amplitude

sampling. Furthermore, severe glitches are found in the

lunar seismograms (Figure 16, page 39). They are

recognized by the fact that they are of short duration

and have values which are inconsistent with the preceding

and/or following sampling values.

\ :_ To improve the quality of the data, they are

"deglitched" to remove the extraneous values and filtered

by four-pole, anti-aliased Butterworth bandpass filters

with -3 dB frequencies at 3 and 66 Hz, and 20 and 40 Hz

I: (Figure 21, page 47). In addition, the Apollo 14 and 16

stacked profile, the Apollo 14 stacked and Apollo 16

stacked profiles, and the single geophone profiles of
i

h-I Apollo 14 and 16 ASE's are used to examine the velocity

variation on the lunar crust at these two landing sites

t

' i
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If there are any significant difference in the velocity

structures at these two sites, the results of these

profiles will show the differences. Little difference

_ is found.

i For the traveltime variation, Gangi and Yen (1979)

4
. indicate that the traveltime data plotted on the log/log

i graph the exponent of the velocity function.
will give

That is, the traveltime/separation function, in general,

has the form

t(x)= cxm/vo
i

_L_ where c is a constant, Vo is the reference velocity at

i)_ 1 km, and m=0.833 _redicted by the self-compacting

powder layer or C/Vo=V', where V' is the constant velocity

on the surface layer, and m=l predicted by the homogeneous

and layered medium.

The traveltimes of the first arrivals (Table 11,

page 54; modified from Gangi and Yen, 1979) can be

determined accurately only up to separations of 32.0 m

for the stacked profiles. While the reference velocities

_ vary between 430 m/sec and 630 m/sec for the stacked

profiles, the values of the exponent, m, vary between

0.74 and 0.80. The values of the exponent are all

consistently lower than that predicted by the

homogeneous and layered model and tend to that predicted

by the powder-layered model.

However, there are some good first arrivals

found in the single geophone profiles at larger separations.
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_ The traveltime data of the single geophone profiles of

b
_, Apollo 14 ASE (Figure 24, page 60) show a smooth curve
L
il up to approximately 30 m! no straight llne can be fitted

1 to these data points which will pass through the origin

' {i" at the same time. Furthermore, the value of the

exponent, m=0.82, for those data points is close to that

!i proposed by Gangi (1972). These strongly suggest that the
continuous velocity model might be a more proper

l: representative for the velocity variation on the lunar

t
surface. We find the reference velocity at a depth of

; I km for the sixth-root velocity variation to be 345 m/sec

with a thickness of 11 m. Beyond 32 m, a straight line

i is observed and those data points are assumed to be

,I. refracted waves from the (second) homogeneous layer with
(

i_I a constant velocity of 254 m/sec (Figure 26, page 64).
Unfortunately, the first arrivals for the Apollo 16

i I. single geophone profiles can not be determined with any
_" accuracy for separations greater than 30 m because of

the quality of the data. The values of the reference

i velocities vary from 1059 m/sec to 773 m/sec for

_} separations less than 30 m, while the values of the
[.,

_j exponent, m, vary from 0.65 to 0.71 (Table 13, page 65).

_'- The exponent, again, is closer to that predicted by the

" self-compacting powder layer (Gangi, 1972) than that

L predicted by the homogeneous and layered model (Kovach et al,

1971, 1972, 1974). If we assume that the velocity of the

!4
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'"' surface layer at the Apollo 16 landing site has a one-

_, sixth power variation and we correlate the grenade

" if"- launching data with the thumper-shot data of Apollo 16

'Ii ASE, we f_nd a reference velocity of 357 m/sec at 1 kmi

I_ witl_ a thickness of 12 m for tile (surface) powder laye_

., and a constant velocity of 302 m/sec for the (second) 1

homogeneous layer. It is of some interest to notice that:

the deviations of the velocity structures between the

Apollo 14 and 16 landing sites are within 16%1 namely,

4% for the reference velocity, 8% for the thickness of

o,i the (surface) powder layer, and 16% for the constant

- i''I/ velocity of the (second) homogeneous layer.For the amplitude variation, Gangi and Yen (1979) I
i

°,,I_ indicate that the theoretical amplitude/separation
! - -2
Ii function for the homogeneous and layered model is x

ii_ while the approximated amplitude/separation variation for

_i_I, the self-compacting powder layer is x-(13-s)/12, where

s > 1, if we assume that, 1) there is no energy loss

either by conversion or by attenuation, 2) no scatterers

in the lunar regolith, 3) all the thumper shots are of

equal strengths, and 4) all "thegeophones are equally

coupled and oriented. The amplitudes of the fires;arrivals (Table 16, page 71! from Gangi and Yen, 1979)

I are measured up to separations of 32.0 m for all the

1 stacked and single geophone profiles. However, the

"! measurements of the first-arrival amplitudes are more

_' difficult than those of the traveltimes because of the

li
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/ii coarseness of the amplitude sampling and the poor S/Ni.. ratio at larger separations. The values of the exponent

from the measured data (Table 16, page 71! from Gangi

and Yen, 1979) all lie between -1.5 and -2.5. They

tend to the value predicted by the homogeneous and layered

model, not that predicted by the pQwder layered model.

However__the two predicted values of the exponent should

be treated as the upper limits for the measured data.

V_e--alsofind the value of the coefficient of

attenuation,. 0.047 m"1, which dominates the amplitude

variation at larger separations. The investigation of the

variabilities of the geophone sensitivities and thumper-

shot strengths (Gangi and Yen, 1979) indicates that there

are 30 to 40% differences in the relative geophone

sensitivities and 15 to 20% variations of the thumper-

shot strengths for the Apollo 16 ASE. These variabilities

seem high but are not too unreasonable. This analysis

requires accurate amplitude measurements and correlative

amplitude data at two or more geophones. The same

analysis c'annot be performed on the amplitude data of

Apollo 14 ASE thumper shots because of the misfires and

the poor S/N ratio.

The semblances are calculated by delaying and summin_

the 'traces along a profile over a spectrum of the

!_ velocity, V, and the intercept time, to. The maximum

!_ va_ue of the semblance will occur at the values of to and

_ V which are associated with the traveltime curve of the

\ ,, • , ,......
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_ event for the assumed velocity structure. The semblance
¥

is also related _o the S/N ratio in the data. The maximum

- semblance is I when there are only signals. The semblance

is O, if the S/N ratio is zero.

The semblances of the Apollo ASE data vary

between approximately 0.2 and 0.7 which suggests that

the-_/N ratio is bet_Yeen approximately 0.5 and 1.5.

However0 spurious peaks are distributed over the velocity

spectra. Tests of the velocity spectra of_the synthetic

seismogram indicate that the narrower the duration of

the window, the higher the semblance value, Eurthermore,

the semblances of the velocity spectra are sensitive to

interference of the signals and t_ noise! also, the

semblance peaks shift to the right and left at the

neighborhoods of the velocities of the direct and multiply

direct waves, respectively. There are offsets between

the locations of the expected and measured peaks of the

velocity spectra of th_ reflected and refracted waves.

The centers of the semblance contours for the reflected

i: and refracted waves are used to evaluate the parameters

of the assumed velocity model.

The assumed velocity model is that there is a powder

'" layer whose velocity function is V(z)=Vo(Z/Zo )1/6, where
Vo is a reference velocity at a depth of zo, overlying

1 homogeneous layer with a constant velocity. The
a

i zeference velocity a% a depth of 1 km is approximately
%

I
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320 m/sec which is verified by, I) comparing the

, ,_ velocity spectra of the direct waves with_hat of the

synthetic velocity spectra, 2) the velocity, 282 m/see,

_- of the first multiply direct waves which should he 2-1/6

times the reference velocity, and 3) the independent

determination of the reference velocity, 318 m/sec,

fro_ the velocity spectra of the reflected waves.

The thickness of the surface powder layer evaluated from

i the velocity spectra of the reflected and refracted waves

are 8._ and 9.3 m, respectively. The constant velocity

I_ of the lower layer is 230 m/sec. These parameters of the

velocity model are consistent wit_those found in the

!" previous investigation. All of them are within 10_,

An uneven powder-layer surface may explain some of the

unusual characteristics found on the Passive Seismic

Experiment seismograms (summar.i_ed by Gangi, 1972).

The one-sixth power velocity variation of the powder

layer predicts that the velocity at the near lunar surface

is zero and the seismic rays return back to the surface

at (or near to) 0° from the vertical. This will explain

I_ the lack of correlation between the vertical and

horizontal components of the Passive Seismic Experiment

seismograms. The uneven lunar surface of the powder

layer will cause the "random walking" of the seismic

rays which, in turn, has a long duration of the signal

(Gangi, 1972! Gold and Soter, 1970).
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